
Paper 1 Section B: You will have to answer 
a 4 mark question, a 12 mark question and 
a 16+4 mark question.

Question Types  
(4 marks)

● Explain one way in which understanding of disease was 
similar in the 14th and 17th centuries. 

● Explain one way in which methods of treatment were 
different in the 13th and 18th centuries. 

● Explain one way in which attempts to prevention the spread 
of the plague were similar in the 14th and 17th centuries.

(12 marks)
● Explain why there was rapid change in the treatment of 

illness in Britain during the20th century. 
● Explain why there was little change in the understanding of 

disease in Britain during the 17th century. 
(16+4 marks)

● ‘There was little progress in medicine in Britain during the 
Renaissance period (c1500–c1700).’ How far do you agree? 
Explain your answer. 

● “Louis Pasteur made the most important breakthrough in 
medicine between 1800 and 2000” How far do you agree? 
Explain your answer.

● “The main reason why there was so much progress in the 
19th century was improved technology”. How far do you 
agree? Explain your answer. 

Understanding 
of disease

Treatment 
of disease

Preventi
on of 
Disease



Medicine Through Time 
c1250-c1700

Medicine in Medieval England c1250-1500:
1 Ideas about the cause of disease and illness: Supernatural and 
religious explanations of the cause of disease; Rational explanations: 
the Theory of the Four Humours and the miasma theory; the 
continuing influence in England of Hippocrates and Galen. 

2 Approaches to prevention and treatment:  Approaches to 
prevention and treatment and their connection with ideas about 
disease and illness: religious actions, bloodletting and purging, 
purifying the air, and the use of remedies; New and traditional 
approaches to hospital care in the thirteenth century. The role of the 
physician, apothecary and barber surgeon in treatment and care 
provided within the community and in hospitals. 

3 Case study: Dealing with the Black Death, 1348–49; approaches to 
treatment and attempts to prevent its spread.

The Medical Renaissance in England c1500-c1700
1 Ideas about the cause of disease and illness: Continuity and 
change in explanations of the cause of disease and illness. A scientific 
approach, including the work of Thomas Sydenham in improving 
diagnosis. The influence of the printing press and the work of the 
Royal Society on the transmission of ideas. 

2 Approaches to prevention and treatment: Continuity in 
approaches to prevention, treatment and care in the community and in 
hospitals:Change in care and treatment: improvements in medical 
training and the influence in England of the work of Vesalius. 

3 Case studies: Key individual: William Harvey and the discovery of 
the circulation of the blood: Dealing with the Great Plague in London, 
1665: approaches to treatment and attempts to prevent its spread.

What do I need to learn to do 
well in this topic?



Medicine in Medieval England 1250-1500

No Important Breakthroughs in Medicine!!!!

The Ancient Ideas Of Hippocrates and Galen

Ideas about Cause Diseases have natural causes - people become sick 
when the four humours (Blood, phlegm, black bile, 
yellow bile) are out of balance.

Treatment Bleed and/or purge patients to restore the balance of 
the humours.

Prevention A good diet and healthy lifestyle with plenty of 
exercise will keep the humours balanced, thus 
preventing disease

Hippocrates was alive 
during the time when 
Ancient Greece was the 
centre of learning and 
knowledge; Galen was 
also Greek but he was 
working in Rome over 
500 years later. Both 
completely rejected 
supernatural ideas 
about medicine and 
wrote hundreds of 
books about medicine. 
Their ideas dominated 
medical thinking until 
the late 18th century

We fall sick when we have 
too much or too little of 
one of the four humours 
in our body. You can see 
the evidence of this 
because when you are sick, 
your body tries to heal 
itself by getting rid of 
the humour which is in 
excess; For example, you 
vomit when you have too 
much blood and you expel 
phlegm when you cough or 
sneeze. And when you have 
too much black bile…...

THE FOUR HUMOURS

Blood

Phlegm

Black Bile

Yellow BileThe Ancient Experts: 
Galen (above) and 
Hippocrates (to the 

right)



Understanding the 
Middle Ages

Key Features of 
Medieval Life

The Christian Church had 
spread all over Europe: at 
its head was the Pope. The 
fact that there was a 
priest in every village in 
England gave the Church 
great influence over 
everyone’s lives. Books 
were stored in libraries 
attached to monasteries; 
monks copied all books out 
by hand. Medical care was 
often provided by monks.

90% of English people worked as 
farmers and had little time for 
education or leisure. Hunger was 
often a problem if crops failed. 
Religion was central to their lives 
as they believed that Heaven would 
be a reward for all their hard work 
and suffering.

Animals were essential for food and 
transport. Their dung, and butcher’s 
leftovers, made medieval towns very dirty 
places full of flies, rats and disease, 
especially since there were no 
underground sewers or sources of fresh, 
uncontaminated water. Toilets were 
wooden boxes over a hole in the ground or 
the banks of a river.

 
People were taught to 

respect what their priest 
said, what rich people 

said and what the Bible 
said. Ordinary people 
didn’t ask questions; 

they just did and 
believed what they were 

told.

Kings ruled England and 
their main task was to 
defend the people from 
foreign attack and keep 
the country peaceful. 
Warfare not welfare 
mattered to kings.

Town councils were 
responsible for keeping 

the streets clean but had 
little money to pay for this 
as the rich didn’t want to 

pay taxes.

Education was controlled by the Church because it was mainly only bishops, 
priests and monks who could read and write. However, by 1400 about 50% 
of the population could read. The printing press wasn’t invented until the 
mid 15th century so books were copied out by hand by monks and scribes; 
this meant that knowledge was slow to spread.Most books were religious 
though the writings of some Greeks and Romans were preserved in the 
libraries in big monasteries.



Ideas about the Cause of Illness in 
the Middle Ages

Mainly because of the lack of scientific knowledge there was no 
one idea about the cause of illness which was accepted by all 
people. Some people believed that illness had supernatural causes 
while others thought that illness had natural causes.

Supernatural Ideas
Many people believed that God sent 

illness as a punishment for sin. This 

seemed logical because people 

believed that God controlled all 

significant events. Diseases were God’s 

way of making people less sinful so 

that they would have a better chance 

of avoiding Hell when they died. If you 

believed in this idea there was only 

one way of saving yourself from the 

misery of illness and that was to show 

God that you were sorry for your sins, 

pray everyday and generally show God 

that you were worthy of his 

forgiveness. 

Another supernatural idea was that 

movements of the planets affected 

health. This idea was particularly 

widespread during the outbreak of 

plague in the 14th century. Bizarrely 

this idea was common amongst trained 

physicians (doctors) as well as priests 

and ordinary people. Although some 

physicians thought that the position of 

planets was part of the reason why 

people might become ill, most 

continued to believed in the Theory of 

the Four Humours (which was a 

natural theory, even though it was 

wrong).

Natural Ideas
We have already learned about the 
Theory of Four Humours and the Greek 
and Roman idea that diet, rest and 
exercise were more important than faith 
in God and prayer for staying healthy. 
This idea was central to the work of 
professional, trained doctors 
(physicians). However some doctors 
returned to an another idea of the 
Romans about the cause of disease - 
miasma (bad air). Essentially miasma was 
believed to be an invisible, poisonous gas 
which was caused by excessive dirt and 
waste. People breathed in the bad air 
and this made them ill as this source 
shows:

This idea was particularly widespread 
during the outbreak of the Black Death in 
1348 and 1349. Unlike the idea that God 
or the planets caused illness, this idea 
could actually lead to better health. If it 
was believed that dirt and waste caused 
miasma, which in turn, caused disease, 
then something could be done about it; 
clean up the streets! Unfortunately this 
was easier said than done at a time when 
there was little government control of 
society.

...the filth from the houses is 
infecting the air, endangering 
people through the contagious 
sickness which is increasing 
daily…..

King Edward, 1349



Medieval Healers in Medieval England
Women, wives, mothers and midwives: For most 

ordinary peoples the local wise woman was the person 

who provided the herbal remedies which often brought 

relief from symptoms. These remedies were passed down 

from generation to generation. Women also acted as 

midwives and were paid for this work. However, women 

were NOT allowed to be physicians (doctors) or surgeons.

Hospitals: Hospitals began to appear in England in the 

11th century. They mainly cared for old people who could 

no longer look after themselves. They were run by monks 

and nuns who provided food, warmth, care and prayer but 

not necessarily any medical treatment. This was because 

they believed that God, not man,  should decide on who 

should die and who should recover. Therefore, every ward 

had an altar but not necessarily a doctor. Patients with 

infectious illnesses were not admitted; neither were those 

with mental health issues. However there were a few 

hospitals for the mentally sick, notably in Chester, where 

there was a hospital for the care of ‘poor or silly persons’. 

The most famous medieval hospital was St Bartholomew’s 

in London which was founded in 1123. By 1400 there were 

over 500 hospitals in England though some had less than 

20 beds. These hospitals were paid for by donations by 

wealthy townspeople or the Church.

Physicians: Physicians (doctors) trained at universities for 

seven years, studying the ideas of Hippocrates, Galen and 

Arabic experts such as Rhazes and Avicenna. There were 

fewer than 100 physicians in England in 1300. Only the 

rich could afford to pay a physician for treatment.

Barber-surgeons (surgeons): Barber-surgeons didn’t go 

to universities; they trained as apprentices by observing 

and then copying their masters. Sharp knives and physical 

strength were more important than anatomical knowledge. 

They performed basic surgery such as bleeding, removing 

cysts or tumours, sewing up wounds and amputating limbs 

if necessary. Constant warfare and rebellions meant that 

there was plenty of work for surgeons. Some surgeons 

were skilled enough to remove bladder stones and 

cataracts. However there were no anaesthetics, no way of 

replacing lost blood and no understanding of the need for 

cleanliness so many patients died. Surgery was very much 

a last resort.

Apothecaries: Apothecaries 

mixed ingredients to make 

ointments and medicines for 

physicians. They shared 

remedies with each other and 

also sold their medicines directly 

to people who couldn’t afford to 

get help from a physician. In 

reality their medicines were 

unlikely to have been any more 

effective than the (cheaper) 

herbal remedies offered by the 

local wise woman.



Treatments in the Middle Ages
The treatment you would receive for a disease would obviously be 
influenced by the perceived cause of that disease and who was 
providing the treatment.

Herbal Remedies
The most common remedies were 
made from herbs, roots, minerals and 
animal parts. Most women knew them 
by heart but they were later written 
down in books called ‘herbals’ which 
had pictures of the ingredients and 
explanations of the exact quantities of 
the ingredients and how to mix the 
potion. 

Many of the remedies involved the use of 
onion, garlic and honey which had been 
known to have medical benefits since 
ancient times. Strangely, the ‘herbals’ 
also gave details of the prayers which 
should be said when collecting the 
ingredients and mixing the remedy. Some 
remedies would seem very peculiar to us, 
such as this remedy for an infected 
throat:

Treatments linked to 
the Four Humours

Physicians had their own medical 

books which contained illustrations 

linked to bleeding, analysing urine 

(uroscopy) by smell, colour and even 

taste, as well as charting the 

movements of planets.  These books 

were called ‘vademecum’.

 Bleeding as a treatment was 

recommended by a physician but 

actually performed by the 

barber-surgeon. The surgeon would 

warm a bleeding cup, place it over a 

cut and let the warmth draw off blood. 

 An alternative method involved   using 

leeches, which would sink their teeth 

into the patient, draw off blood and 

then drop off when they were full. (see 

above) This treatment continued well 

into the 19th century.

Physicians also used emetics to make 

patients vomit and laxatives to 

increase bowel activity. Emetics and 

laxatives were used to restore balance 

if there was too much yellow of black 

bile in a patient’s body.

Take a fat cat, skin it and 
draw out the guts. Take the 
grease of a hedge-hog, the fat 
of a bear, sage, honeysuckle 
gum and wax and crumble this 
and stuff the cat with it. 
Then, roast the cat and gather 
the dripping and anoint the 
sufferer with it.

Uruscopy 
in action!

Leeches

No 
likey!



Preventing Disease and Illness

What can you learn about public health from 
these contemporary pictures?

Problem Solution Success?
The horses bringing 
animals and other 
products into town to be 
sold or butchered left 
dung on the streets. 

Rakers were employed 
to clean the streets; 
eventually streets were 
paved to make cleaning 
up easier.

Not really because there were not 
enough rakers employed except in 
times of epidemics. Why? No one 
wanted to pay more tax and the local 
government lacked power.

People dropped rubbish 
and butchers left 
unwanted animal parts 
and blood on the streets, 
which attracted flies and 
rats.

Laws were passed to 
punish anyone caught 
leaving waste; butchers 
ordered to dispose of 
animal products beyond 
the town walls.

Not really. Local governments were too 
weak to enforce laws. Because people 
didn’t know that germs causes disease 
and that germs were carried in human 
and animal waste, the need for 
cleanliness wasn’t understood.

Some people sometimes 
resorted to urinating and 
defecating on the streets 
when they couldn’t find a 
public latrine.

Public latrines were 
built, usually on the 
banks of rivers or 
streams to wash waste 
away.

This was only possible if wealthy 
benefactors donated money to build 
toilets, like Dick Whittington in London. 
Latrines built by rivers contaminated 
water downstream from the town.

Drinking water was often 
contaminated by human 
and industrial waste

Some wealthier towns 
used lead pipes to 
supply the pumps.

Most towns couldn’t afford or organise 
the provision of  fresh water via  
aqueducts or lead pipes. 

Physicians advised their wealthy patients to wash regularly, clean their teeth, comb their 
hair, exercise daily and bath in hot water. This kind of advice would have been useless for 
the ordinary people who hadn’t the time, money or facilities to maintain basic hygiene. 
However some attempts were made to keep towns clean especially after outbreaks of 
plague. The problem was that money and organisation were needed and there just wasn’t
the political will to provide either on the the part of the local government.



Why was there so little change in medicine 
in the Middle Ages?

The Christian Church was the only religious 

organisation in Europe. It was rich and 

powerful and controlled education. 

Therefore the Church had a major influence 

on people’s ideas about what caused 

disease. The Bible said that God controlled 

every aspect of life so it was logical to 

conclude that God controlled disease. If 

this was true, it meant that there was no 

point in  looking for other causes or 

treatments. Only God had the power to kill 

or cure so caring for the sick was the best 

that thing that people could do. Trying to 

find actual treatments would be pointless.

People believed that Hell was a real place 

and that if God, the Bible or the Pope were 

challenged, the challenger would go to Hell 

when they died. Hell was believed to be a 

place of eternal pain and torture. This fear 

of Hell meant that hardly anyone dared to 

challenge any teaching of the Church, 

including what was said about medicine.

The Church gave its support to the ideas 

and writings of Galen. This was because 

Galen had believed that one god who had 

created all the parts of the body; this fitted 

in with the Christian idea that God had 

created human beings.  

Because the Church supported Galen,  

challenging Galen was a bit like challenging 

the Church.  Challenging the Church was 

believed to be the most  certain way of 

ending up in Hell not Heaven. Since Galen 

was wrong about many things, this would 

greatly hinder the possibility of progress in 

medicine.

This factor is very much linked to the 

influence of the Church because the 

Church controlled education, including 

how physicians were trained at 

universities. There were very few trained 

physicians in England in the Middle Ages 

(fewer than 100 in the 1300s). One reason 

for this was the fact that it took seven 

years to train as a physician and very few 

people could afford the cost.

Training to be a doctor (physician) mainly 

involved reading the books of Hippocrates 

and Galen, along with translations of 

books of famous Arab doctors, like 

Avicenna and Rhazes. Doctors were 

taught that Galen and Hippocrates, (and 

the Arab doctors who developed these 

ideas) were correct in every detail. This 

meant that trainee physicians were not 

encouraged to try to think of new ideas or 

carry out experiments. 

A good example of this was the fact that 

physicians were taught that Galen was 

right about human anatomy even though 

he had not been able to perform human 

dissections. Some dissections were 

carried out in universities in the middle 

ages but they were used to demonstrate 

that Galen was right about everything, 

not to learn from what they could see for 

themselves. Trainee doctors watched a 

barber surgeon lift out different parts of 

the body while the professor read the 

relevant section of one of Galen’s book. 

Had the physicians carried out the 

dissection themselves and been able to 

have a good look inside the corpse being 

dissected, they would have realised that 

Galen had made many mistakes . 



Why was there so little change in medicine in the 
Middle Ages?

Government
In our modern world, central and local 

government play a major role in medicine. 

As well as overseeing the training of 

doctors and medical research, government 

is responsible for things like building and 

maintaining sewers, providing fresh water 

and carrying out health and safety 

inspections of public buildings and 

businesses. This wasn’t always in the case. 

In the Middle Ages, the monarch was 

responsible for maintaining law and order 

and defending the country from attacks. 

During outbreaks of plague, kings might 

order the cleaning of towns that they were 

visiting but they didn’t do this regularly. 

Kings cared about warfare, not the welfare 

of the people. Local government (town 

councils) did pay for some rakers to clean 

up streets but not enough. This was 

because didn’t see the need to. Had a 

town council tried to increase taxes to pay 

for more rakers or even to build better 

sewers, the taxpayers would not have 

been prepared to cooperate. Remember it 

would have been richer people being 

asked to pay for improvements which 

would have mainly  benefited poorer 

people. Burning the  rubbish every now 

and then was seen as being a cheap way of 

hiding the miasma, or purifying the air, 

which some people believed spread 

disease.

No individuals emerged in the Middle 

Ages to make a major breakthrough in 

medicine. For this reason the key 

individuals in medieval medicine were 

Hippocrates and Galen who had died 

centuries earlier!

 

Attitudes: Because of the power of the Church and its control of education, 

most people in the Middle Ages had great respect for the past and for traditional 
ideas. Their attitude was conservative, which means that they didn’t like the idea of 
change. When the English scientist Roger Bacon suggested that doctors should do 
the own research and carry out experiments, he was thrown in jail by Church 
leaders. Without an enquiring attitude, progress is impossible. In any case, it was 
very hard for any new ideas to spread because books had to be written out by hand 
until the printing press was invented in the late 1470s. This made books very, very 
expensive. However, in the early 16th century the power and teachings of the 
Catholic Church had been challenged by Martin Luther and other Protestant 
reformers during the Reformation. This encouraged others to question the idea that 
the Pope was right about everything and freed up people with more challenging 
attitudes to look for a better understanding of medicine.

Individuals

Why did the ideas of Hippocrates 

and Galen last so long?

● The Theory of the Four 

Humours seemed logical and 

was easy to understand. If you 

were vomiting up yellow bile 

then it seemed obvious that 

your body had too much 

yellow bile! 

● Both wrote many books which 

were very detailed in terms of 

describing symptoms and 

treatments. 

● Galen’s books offered 

‘Treatment by Opposites’ - if 

you were shivering (cold) eat 

peppers (hot). It all seemed 

very logical.

●  Hippocrates’ advice about 

balancing different types of 

food and sleep and exercise is 

still valid nowadays. 



The Black Death outbreak 
in the 14th century

 
In 1348 a new disease arrived in 

England. It had started its deadly 

journey in the Far East and sailors and 

traders had unknowingly brought it 

with them along established trade 

routes. It arrived in Sicily in 1347 and 

spread from there across the whole of 

Europe. It became known as the Black 

Death. Within months of arriving in 

England it had spread across the 

whole country killing hundreds of 

thousands of people. This was the first 

major epidemic and it didn’t 

discriminate - rich or poor, farmer or 

city dweller, young person or old; all 

fell victim to a disease which could kill 

within a matter of days.

Key Facts:
Symptoms: Chest pains, fever, sneezing and coughing, boils, rashes and 

black buboes in the groin and armpits, fits, spasms and agonising pain.

Cause: The bacteria which caused bubonic plague were carried in the guts 

of rats and spread to humans (and other rats) by flea bites. REMEMBER: 

people at the time didn’t know the cause and no-one suspected rats or fleas

Impact: It is estimated that up to a third of the population of England died.



The Black Death - What were the perceived causes?

The Doctor’s Explanation: “Ignore the 
ravings of the flagellants and priests! 
They are full of superstitious nonsense! 
The plague is caused by miasma -  bad 
smells in our filthy towns  infect the air  
and cause an invisible poisonous gas 
which spread diseases,  including the 
plague. It’s obvious! Our towns are full of 
excrement  – human and animal – which 
is left out on the streets to rot.  It is 
extremely smelly and it is causing the 
miasma which spreads the Black Death. 
Also, so many people are dying that it is 
hard to bury them all.  People are very 
religious and want to be buried in Church 
grounds, but there isn’t time or space to 
do this. So what can we do to prevent 
more deaths? We must clean the streets 
and purify the air if we are to stop the 
plague.   We must bury the dead quickly 
in one pit so they can’t spread the 
disease and we must also burn their 
clothes.” 

“It’s obvious what has caused this 
terrible plague! The world has 
become too rich and greedy; people 
don’t spend enough time thinking 
about God…. God is punishing us! 
I’ve read the Bible and I can tell you 
this; it has many stories of God 
sending plagues down as a 
punishment for sin. I am part of a 
group of flagellants and we are trying 
to save people from the plague. We 
move from town to town, whipping 
ourselves. Why? We hope that God 
will forgive us for our sins.  We 
believe that if we show God how sorry 
we are by whipping ourselves, he will 
spare our towns and villages from the 
terrible Black Death. But everyone 
must play their part! Everyone must 
all get down on their knees and beg 
God for forgiveness. Once the world 
has became a more religious place 
again, God will stop the plague!”

The Town Mayor: “I don’t believe in trying to cure the plague with 
any of the bizarre and ridiculous ‘cures’ or even by praying; nothing 
seems to work.  The disease is clearly spread by contagion (human 
contact). The only thing we can do is to stop sick people travelling and 
spreading the disease.  I’ve heard that in some areas in Europe they 
have managed to keep the Black Death away by locking their gates 
and not letting anyone else in. So, I am ordering that the town gates to 
be closed and locked until the plague is gone from this area. Any sick 
visitors to the town must be forced to leave the town and we must lock 
up any infected townsfolk in their houses with the rest of their families.  
This may mean that the families of the sick get sick and die but at 
least they won’t be free to infect anyone else.”

A flagellant was a person 
who whipped himself in the 
hope that God would see 
he was sorry for his sins so 
spare him from getting the 
Black Death.)

Because science was not advanced enough for people to know the real cause 
of the Black Death, there were many different explanations.

The Flagellants’ Explanation: 



Treatments and Prevention
Natural Treatments
Physicians tried bleeding and 
purging patients, as they would do 
with any other disease; this tended 
to kill patients more quickly! 
Physicians also recommending 
breathing strong smelling herbs like 
aloe and myrrh, which they 
believed would help keep the inside 
of the body clean. Apothecaries 
and wise women recommended 
using theriac, which was a mixture 
of 64 different ingredients including 
honey and garlic. This was the 
main treatment for most illnesses. 
Another approach was to light a fire 
and boil vinegar in the hope that the 
fumes would kill the plague. Some 
physicians believed in lancing the 
buboes, which did sometime seem 
to work as people who buboes 
burst were more likely to survive

Supernatural ‘Treatments’
The main recommendation from the 
priests was to confess your sins, beg 
God for forgiveness and pray. However 
it was made clear to all that life or death 
was in God’s hands; if it was His will 
that the patients should die, then no 
amount of prayer and no cure that 
could save the patient.

How did people try to prevent 
the plague from spreading?

  Church Advice
● Pray!
● Go on a pilgrimage to a 

holy place
● Self-flagellate to show 

God you are sorry
● Give money to the 

Church
● Stop sinning!

 Commonly given advice
● Do joyful things like singing and 

dancing and avoid anything sad!

● Stop visiting friends or family who 

are sick with the plague

● Do whatever the Church says!

Doctors’ Advice
● Escape! Leave the area where there is 

an outbreak.
● Carry a posy of flowers or fragrant 

herbs and hold it up to your nose to 
protect yourself from the poisonous 
miasma

● Avoid bathing as it opens up the skin’s 
pores letting in the miasma



Government Action against 
the Black Death             

Notice that the King’s concern 
was for London. This might be 
because most of the important 

people in England lived in 
London, including him!

King Edward III
The King of England at the time of the 
plague was Edward III and he became 
concerned about the plague. Clearly 
he was influenced by those who said 
that miasma was to blame as in April 
1349 he wrote to the Mayor of London 
ordering him to have the filth lying in 
the streets removed and the city 
cleansed “from all odours so that 
no great mortality may arise from 
such smells…. The filth from the 
houses is infecting the air, 
endangering people through the 
contagious sickness which is 
increasing daily.”

Local Government
London’s records show that people did try 
to prevent dirt creating ‘bed’ a. By the 
1370s there were at least 12 teams of 
rakers cleaning animal dung from the 
streets. Fines for throwing litter were 
increased and butchers were punished for 
letting blood and the remains of 
slaughtered animals dirty the streets. 
Other towns used the same methods to 
clean streets and water supplies. Also 
quarantine laws were put in place to try to 
stop people from moving around too much. 
People new to an area had to stay away 
from everyone else for 40 days to ensure 
they were not carrying the disease. 
Authorities also started to quarantine 
houses where the plague had broken out. 
However since local government did not 
have a great deal of power at this time 
they were unable to enforce these laws; 
rich people for example moved around 
quite freely as did priests and bishops.



The Renaissance is a period in the history of Europe beginning in about 1450, 
and following the Medieval period. "Renaissance" is a French word meaning 

"rebirth". The period is called by this name because at this time, people started 
taking a renewed interest in the learning of ancient times, in particular the 

learning of Ancient Greece and Rome. The Renaissance was seen as a "rebirth" 
of that learning. The Renaissance is often said to be the start of the "modern 
age".  During the Renaissance, there were many famous artists, writers and 

many philosophers. Many people studied mathematics and different sciences. 
Although the Renaissance started with renewed interest in ancient ideas it 

quickly moved on to be a search for new knowledge and understanding. 
Obviously this would have a major impact on medicine. A person who is clever at 
a great number of things is sometimes called a “Renaissance Man"; Leonardo Da 

Vinci, who was a painter, a scientist, a musician and a philosopher, is the most 
famous Renaissance Man. He was also an anatomist, who performed dissections 

on dead bodies so that he would have a greater understanding of the human 
body.

Change 
(New Ideas)

Continuity 
(Things that stayed the same)

The Theory of the Four Humours 
can’t be used to explain ALL 

diseases anymore so there are lots 
of new ideas about the causes of 

disease and illnesses.

We still have to rely on the remedies 
and treatments used in middle ages 
because we still don’t know for sure 

what causes disease.

We no longer believe that the Bible 
has the answer for everything or that 
it is wrong to challenge old ideas; we 
want to know more about everything 

including the human body and 
disease.

Although we are not so convinced 
that the Theory of the Four Humours 
can be used to explain all illnesses, 

we still think that miasma causes 
diseases like the plague.

We have more books because of the 
invention of the printing press, so 

the new scientists and thinkers can 
share their learning and ideas more 

easily.

There may be new ideas and science 
may be developing, but the actual 
practice of medicine is the same; 

physicians still bleed and purge as 
treatments.

c1450-1700
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The Main Features of Renaissance Medicine

Causes and Diagnoses of Disease

Although the ideas about the cause of 

disease largely remained the same, 

some doctors were trying to learn more 

about diseases. One such doctor was 

Thomas Sydenham. He believed that 

each disease was different and 

therefore different treatments were 

needed. A doctor needed to reach the 

correct diagnosis and he could do this 

by doing things like checking a patient’s 

pulse and taking a patient’s full medical 

history. Sydenham believed that it was 

essential to identify the exact disease so 

that the correct remedy could be used 

to cure it. He said to his medical 

students:

Sydenham became one of the most 

respected physicians in London and was 

given the nickname ‘the English 

Hippocrates’ This was because the great 

Greek doctor Hippocrates had placed 

great importance on the kind of careful 

observation of patients which Sydenham 

was now advising and practicing

Sydenham was the first doctor to 

accurately describe the symptoms of 

several diseases including scarlet fever. He 

also believed that often it was better to 

allow the body to fight disease without 

bleeding or purging. He was as likely to 

prescribe roast chicken and wine as 

bleeding or purging.

New Technology - the printing 
press

Printing was a crucial development 

which helped change ideas in 

medicine and many other subjects. 

The invention of the printing press 

meant that books could be produced 

far more quickly and cheaply. 

Because of this, new ideas could 

spread more rapidly. The printing 

press was invented by Johannes 

Gutenburg in the late 1450s and by 

1500 printing presses were being 

used throughout Western Europe. 

Some of these new books were 

beautifully illustrated, which was 

particularly important for books to do 

with human anatomy.  Remember, 

before the printing press all books had 

to be copied out by hand and this 

made it very difficult to have a book 

with detailed illustrations.

You must go to the 
bedside. It is there alone 
that you can learn about 
disease.



Treatment and Doctors
Better Doctors?
For most of the Renaissance, 
trainee physicians continued to 
learn about medicine from the 
books of Galen and HIppocrates. 
However by the late 1600s there 
had been some progress as you 
can see from the chart below:

In St Barts hospital, part of a 
doctor’s training took place on 
the wards.

Trainee doctors began to have 
access to the works of Harvey 
and Vesalius, who both proved 
that Galen was wrong.

Training began to focus on the 
importance of taking a scientific 
approach, observing symptoms 
and trying new remedies.

More trainees had the chance to 
dissect bodies so they could see 
human anatomy for themselves.

New equipment including early 
microscopes were being 
developed.

Better Treatment?
Bleeding and Purging
This was still the most common treatment 
provided by physicians because the Theory 
of the Four Humours was still the most 
common method of diagnosis. New plants 
like rhubarb from Asia  and ipecacuanha 
from Brazil were used for purging.

Herbal Remedies
There was a greater range of herbal 
remedies as more were being written down; 
more people could read and write because 
the printing press had made written texts 
more affordable. A new ‘cure-all’ remedy 
from the New World (America) was tobacco 
which was recommended as a treatment for 
toothache, joint pains and as a method of 
protection from the plague.
 
Folk Remedies
Some cures were still based on magic such 
as the treatment below, which was 
supposed to treat malaria:
“To cure malaria, take the hair and nails 
of the patient, cut them small and either 
give them to birds in a roasted egg or 
put them in a hole in an oak tree or a 
plane tree. Stop up the hole with a peg of 
the same tree.”

The King’s Touch
In the Middle Ages it was believed in England and France 

that a touch from royalty could heal skin disease known as 

scrofula or the ‘king's evil’. Scrofula was a swelling of the 

lymph nodes in the neck caused by tuberculosis. The 

practice began with King Edward the Confessor in England 

(1003/4-1066) and Philip I (1052-1108) in France. 

Subsequent English and French kings were thought to 

have inherited this ‘royal touch’, which was supposed to 

show that their right to rule was God-given. In grand 

ceremonies, kings touched hundreds of people afflicted by 

scrofula who then received special gold coins called 'touch 

pieces' . Despite the interest in science, this practice 

continued right the way through to the early 1700s, when 

the last English monarch to ‘touch’ scrofula victims was 

Queen Anne, who died in 1714, 

King Charles II 
‘touching’ victims of 
scrofula in 1662



Healers and Hospitals
Healers

As was the case in the middle ages, 

very few ordinary people could afford 

to go to a trained physician (doctor) 

when they were sick. Cheaper 

remedies (which were possible more 

effective anyway) were still being 

provided by the local wise woman, 

barber-surgeons and apothecaries. A 

famous philosopher from the time 

said:

This shows us that women still played 

an important part in medicine. The 

first person to treat nearly all 

sicknesses was the wife or mother of 

the sick person. Some wealthy ladies 

provided care for local families, seeing 

it as a Christian duty.

Hospitals

There wasn’t a great deal of change in 

hospitals during the Renaissance 

although many hospitals of the middle 

ages had gone as they were attached to 

the monasteries which Henry VIII had 

closed down in the 1530s. Some town 

councils took over the role of providing 

hospital care, mainly by providing 

‘almshouses’ to care for the elderly poor. 

In London, the city council and charity 

helped to keep St Bartholomew’s 

Hospital open and by the 1660s it had 12 

wards, up to 300 patients 3 physicians, 3 

surgeons, 15 nursing sisters and more 

nursing helpers. The nursing sisters 

provided most of the treatment with 

herbal remedies which the nursing 

helpers did the harder and more 

unpleasant work such as washing and 

cleaning and provided food. There was 

no real training for nurses.

Lady Grace Mildmay 
(1552-1620) trained herself by 
reading books by Galen and Avicenna. 
She kept records of all the patients 
she treated and the treatments she 
used. After her death it was written 
that: “Having been forty years a willing 
nurse, midwife, surgeon and in part 
physician to all, both rich and poor, 
without expecting reward.”

St Barts Hospital was one of the few 

hospitals in England which was beginning to 

take in the sick and treat their illnesses. 

However even St Barts did not admit people 

with infectious diseases. Most hospitals saw 

their role as providing food, warmth and 

prayer for the poor who were unable to look 

after themselves for whatever reason. 

Richer people wouldn’t dream of going near 

a hospital if they were ill; anyone with 

money paid for a nurse or doctor to look 

after them at home.

“I would rather have the advice 

or take medicine from an 

experience old woman, who had 

been at many sick people’s 

bedsides than from the 

learnedest but unexperienced 

physician.”



Scientific Developments
The Royal Society
An organisation was set up in London in 1660 called the 
Royal Society. It had the support of, but was independent 
from, the King Charles II. Its aim was to promote interest 
in science and encourage research and experimentation 
which would further scientific knowledge and 
understanding. The society had its own laboratory and 
equipment such as early microscopes. It published books 
and articles. The picture to the left shows a member of the 
Royal Society experimenting with blood transfusion, taking 
blood from a sheep and transferring it to a man. The 
‘scientist’ Richard Lower didn’t think that it would matter if 
the experiment failed and the man died, since the patient 
was a medical student known to be not very bright!

 A Scientific Revolution

In the 1590s, two Dutch spectacle makers, 
Zaccharias Janssen and his son Hans, 
discovered that nearby objects appeared 
greatly enlarged while experimenting with 
several lenses in a tube. That was the 
forerunner of the compound microscope and of 
the telescope In 1609, Galileo, father of 
modern physics and astronomy, heard of 
these early experiments, worked out the 
principles of lenses, and made a much better 
instrument with a focusing device. The real 
father of microscopes, however, is Anton von 
Leeuwenhoek of Holland. He started as an 
apprentice in a dry goods store where 
magnifying glasses were used to count the 
threads in cloth. He taught himself new 
methods for grinding and polishing tiny lenses 
of great curvature which gave magnifications 
up to 270 diameters, the finest known at that 
time. These led to the building of his 
microscopes and the biological discoveries for 
which he is famous. 

Von Leewenhoek was the first 
to see and describe bacteria, 
the teeming life in a drop of 
water, and the circulation of 
blood corpuscles in capillaries. 
During his long life he used his 
microscopes to make 
pioneering studies on an 
extraordinary variety of things, 
both living and non-living, and 
reported his findings in over a 
hundred letters to the Royal 
Society of England and the 
French Academy.

The first effective 
microscope developed in 

the late 17th century

An early experiment of 
blood transfusion



The Work of Andreas Vesalius
How did Vesalius prove that Galen 
was wrong?

Until an Italian professor of surgery 

called Andreas Vesalius published his 

book ‘The Fabric of the Human Body’ 

in 1543, doctors continued to believe 

that Galen had given a complete and 

accurate description of the anatomy 

of the human body. Although 

Vesalius greatly respected Galen, he 

understood that he had one major 

advantage over his hero; Galen had 

had to base his writings on 

dissections of animals, while he was 

able to dissect human corpses. 

Through careful and repeated 

dissections, Vesalius proved that 

Galen was wrong:

Not only did Vesalius prove that Galen 

could be wrong; he also took advantage 

of the new technology to make a 

revolutionary anatomy textbook. His 

book  ‘The Fabric of the Human Body’ 

published in 1543 contained detailed, 

accurate and annotated illustrations. 

Once this book was used in universities, 

students and doctors were able to gain 

a more detailed and accurate 

understanding of human anatomy. 

Records show that this book was being 

used in Cambridge by 1560. Also, his 

book encouraged students to carry out 

dissections so they could see for 

themselves. 

Vesalius differed from earlier professors 

of anatomy because he performed the 

dissections himself; professors in the 

middle ages had read aloud from Galen’s 

book while a demonstrator did the 

dissection. At last doctors were learning 

from the body itself rather than by 

reading ancient and inaccurate books.

Science and Technology: 

Because of the invention of the printing 

press, Vesalius was able to produce a 

book with detailed and accurate 

illustrations. Because the book wasn’t 

being copied out by hand, Vesalius could 

be sure that there were no mistakes.

Individual Brilliance

Vesalius was brave, arrogant and 

determined. Before he became a professor 

he didn’t have access to human corpses so 

he once stole the body of a criminal from 

dissection. Although he was young, and 

Galen’s books had been the basis of medical 

training for centuries, Vesalius was brave 

enough to publically show that the great 

Galen was wrong.

Attitudes

Vesalius believed that for progress to be 

made in medical knowledge, he needed to 

ask questions and challenge traditional 

ideas. He set an example which others 

followed. At last the medical world was 

admitting that whilst Galen and Hippocrates 

had been remarkable men, who had been 

right about a lot of things, they didn’t know 

everything. It was only when a more 

challenging attitude became dominant that 

real progress could be made.

What factors 
helped 

Vesalius?

● The human jaw bone is made 
from one bone not two, as Galen 
said.

• The breastbone has three parts, 
not two as Galen said.

• Blood does not flow into the heart 
through invisible holes in the 
septum, as Galen had said, 
because these holes did not 
actually exist.



Case Study: William Harvey and the 
circulation of blood

Galen had said that:

1. The role of the liver was to produce 

blood which was constantly being 

burned up in the body, in the same way 

as food.

2. Veins in the body carried blood and air 

round the body.

3. Blood passed from one side of the heart 

to the other via invisible holes in the 

septum (the wall between the two 

different sides of the heart.

William Harvey proved that all of these ideas 

of Galen’s were wrong. He did this by:

• Dissecting cold blooded animals whose 

hearts beat slowly enough for Harvey 

observe the movement of the muscles.

• Dissecting human bodies, particularly 

the heart, lungs and veins.

• Proving that the body has a one-way 

system for blood by trying and failing to 

pump liquid past the valves in the veins.

• Proving that the veins only carried 

blood, not blood and air.

• Calculating that the amount of blood 

going into the arteries was three times 

the weight of a man; the body couldn’t 

burn up all of this blood so it was clear 

that the SAME blood was being pumped 

round the body by the heart.

William Harvey was born in 1578 and died in 

1657. He studied medicine in Cambridge and at 

Padua, where Vesalius had made his 

breakthroughs. While carrying out research in 

London, he made one of the most important 

breakthroughs in medical history when he 

discovered how the blood circulates around the 

body.  His book ‘An Anatomical Account of the 

the Motion of the Heart and Blood’ was 

published in 1628. Like Vesalius, Harvey proved 

that the great Galen had been wrong.

A Slight Flaw ….
Harvey could not explain 
everything about blood 
circulation. This was because 
capillaries (which link the 
arteries and the veins) were 
too small to be seen by the 
basic microscopes in use at 
that time. In 1661 Professor 
Marcello Malpighi solved the 
problem. He use one of the 
first effective microscopes to 
discover the capillaries which 
carry blood from arteries to 
veins.

Like Vesalius, Harvey made 
sure that his book had 
accurate illustrations.



What factors helped Harvey make 
his discoveries?

Communications

Harvey had read the work of earlier 
doctors and used their work to 
build up his theory. For example, 
Harvey’s tutor at Padua, Fabricius, 
had proved that there are valves in 
the veins which control the way 
blood flowed. Harvey used this 
knowledge to help him work out 
how blood circulates round the 
body via the veins and arteries.

Science and Technology

During the 17th century, a new invention 
was making all sorts of things possible - 
the pump. In the diagram to the left you 
can see a pump being used as part of an 
early fire-engine in the 1660s. Some 
historians think that mechanical water 
pumps in use in London may have given 
Harvey the idea that the heart is a pump 
which pumps blood, not water. We will 
never know if that is true, but it would 
certainly seem possible. One thing 
which is without any doubt is that 
Harvey used modern scientific methods, 
such as reading other scientists ideas, 
carrying out experiments and observing 
and recording the results of these 
experiments.

Individual Brilliance
William Harvey was 
exceptionally thorough in his 
work, spending hour after 
hour repeating his 
experiments and going over 
every detail, to make sure 
that he was 100% correct in 
his conclusions.

Attitudes
Like Vesalius, Harvey had an 
enquiring attitude; he wasn’t 
prepared to just accept what 
other people said. He test 
Galen’s ideas to prove that 
they were wrong before 
coming up with his own 
theories. He said: “I prefer to 
learn and teach anatomy not 
from books but from 
dissections.”

Harvey’s discovery laid the groundwork for future 
investigations of blood and physiology. He showed that 
evidence from dissection and experimentation was 
necessary to persuade people that Galen was wrong.

Many aspects of medicine depend on 
understanding the blood system and could not 
have developed without Harvey’s discovery. 
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!BUT: Harvey’s discovery took a long time to be accepted - 

over 50 years to be precise! His discovery didn’t help anyone 
recover from illness or disease. In fact, after his discovery he 
had fewer patients because many former patients thought 
that his ideas were mad!



Scientific MethodStage 1
Read what has 
been written before 
about the subject 
you are 
investigating

Stage 2 
Think about what 
you have read and 
ask questions 
about it

Stage 4
Write up your 
findings and tell 
other people 
about them

Stage 3 
Test what you have read by 
experiment and observation 
OR Create your own 
hypothesis then test to see if 
it is right or wrong

During the 1600s, changing attitudes created what we call a scientific 
revolution. Scientists began to challenge and test old ideas, using 
carefully designed experiments to make new discoveries. By doing this 
they provided clear proof that long held beliefs could be, and were, wrong. 
This encouraged more scientists to search for new answers for all the 
major issues - like disease - which had previously been explained away 
with just one word - God!

The new scientific approach 
changed the way doctors thought,  
making them prepared to look for 
new discoveries….

Books by 
scientists and 
doctors were 
widely read 
because of 

the invention 
of the printing 

press. 
Discussions 
about these 

books 
stimulated 
more new 
ideas and 
thinking.

Support for the ideas of Galen began to 
fade in the late 1600s, as did the power 
of the Church. Science had begun to 
prove that some things in the Bible were 
wrong.

In time 
this 

would 
this 

would 
lead 
to…..

Improved medical 
knowledge so better 

treatments and 
methods of 
prevention!



Case Study: The Great Plague in London 1665

In 1665, a serious outbreak of the 
plague swept across the whole of 
England. Lasting from June until 
November, the rate of infection of the 
Great Plague peaked in September, 
when 7,000 deaths from the disease 
were recorded in just ONE WEEK. In 
total around 100,000 Londoners died 
- one in five people. What was so 
shocking was that people were as 
helpless to resist as they had been 
over 300 hundreds years earlier. As 
with previous epidemics, the disease 
was spread by fleas carried by rats 
and, as with previous outbreaks, 
people at the time had no idea that 
this was the case.



Ideas about the cause of the 
Great Plague of 1665

Astrology

There had been an unusual alignment between Saturn and Jupiter in 
October 1664 and between Mars and Saturn on 12 November. These 
were seen as unlucky combinations which were a warning of trouble 
ahead. Worse still, a comet had been sighted…..

Punishment from God

In the fifty years before the outbreak of the plague there had been 
religious change, civil war, the execution of a king, a chaotic time with 
no king and the restoration of the monarchy in the form of a 
womanizing, pleasure loving king…. maybe the plague was God’s was 
of saying: ENOUGH!

Miasma

Although some people still thought plague might be linked to the Four 
Humours, and others blamed the planets or God, the most popular 
theory in 1665 was that the Great Plague was spread by a miasma. 
This miasma had been created by the stinking rubbish and dunghills 
that were a feature of 17th century city life. As the temperature rose 
during the summer the smells of the city became almost unbearable 
and this was believed to be evidence of miasma.

Other Ideas

Many people believed that the plague was caused by all the stray cats 
and dogs roaming the city’s streets. Others believed, correctly, that 
disease could be spread from person to person. Sadly no one 
suspected the rats or fleas; rats and fleas were so much a part a part of 
city life it didn’t even cross anyone’s mind that these were the real 
cause of the spread of the Great Plague of 1665

Treatments
We don’t know a great deal about treatments at the time as there are not 
many records of the methods used to keep people alive. We do know that 
physicians advised that patients be wrapped in thick woolen cloths and 
laid by a fire so that they could sweat the disease out. Another treatment 
involved strapping a live pigeon or chicken or frog to a part of the body 
near a buboe in the hope that the poison would be drawn out and 
transferred to the creature. We know that herbal remedies similar to those 
in the middle ages continued to be popular. ‘Fake or ‘Quack’ doctors took 
advantage of the general panic and sold the public strange potions which 
had no medical basis, purely as a way to make money. At the end of the 
day, since no one knew the cause of the Great Plague, no one was able to 
offer an effective treatment. The best advice remained the same as it had 
been in the middle ages - make sure you don’t catch it in the first place!



How NOT to catch the plague, 
according to Londoners in 1665...

The King and his government 
ordered days of public prayer and 
fasting so that people could show 
God how sorry they were for their 
sins in the hope He would be 
merciful and take the plague away. 
The Mayor of London adopted a 
more practical approach:

How effective were these 
orders?
Not very! Parliament refused to turn 
them into actual laws mainly because 
wealthy people didn’t like the idea of 
being locked in their houses if they 
became ill! Many people ignored the 
orders and 20 watchmen were murdered 
by people escaping from their homes. 
There were only 9 men put in charge of 
dealing with the plague and 6 of them 
left London.

Methods of avoiding plague were strongly linked to ideas about its cause. Since the belief in 
miasma or bad air was widely held, people tried to protect themselves by carrying round strong 
smelling herbs, such as lavender or sage, and hanging bunches in the doorways and windows of 
their homes and businesses. They drank ‘plague water’ which was wine mixed with herbs and 
smoked or chewed tobacco. Most stayed in their homes as much as possible. When paying for 
goods with coins, the coins were dropped in vinegar to avoid passing on the plague. Some people 
believed that catching syphilis would could protect them from catching the plague so they visited 
prostitutes who were known to be carriers of all sorts of sexually transmitted infections. 

What did the 
government do?

Examiners were appointed to identify victims of the 
plague. This victims AND THEIR FAMILIES were 
then locked up the homes. Watchmen were paid to 
check no one left a house where plague victims 
were living. Women carrying sticks called searchers 
were paid to check on each house daily they would 
prod victims to see if they were still alive and tell the 
council when they died.  

The council sent carts round at night to collect the 
dead and take them for burial in mass graves at 
least six feet deep.

All householders had to sweep the street outside 
their doors everyday and wash the area twice a day 
to prevent dirt building up.

Barrels of tar and bonfires were lit to cleanse the air 
of poison and any food that was rotten was also 
burned.

Stray cats and dogs were killed and all pets, pigs 
and chicken were banned from the city. Council 
appointed dog-catchers caught and killed 40,000 
dogs and 200,000 cats.

Plays, bear-baiting and any other form of social 
gathering were banned to prevent the assembly of 
large crowds.

Given the strong 
possibility that you would 
be murdered for doing 
the job, not enough 
people were prepared to 
be watchmen. Beggars 
and other homeless 
people had nowhere to 
be locked into so they 
still stayed on the streets. 
The decision to kill all the 
stray cats and dogs was 
counterproductive; dead 
cats and dogs can’t catch 
and kill rats!

The End of the Plague
Three things combined 
to bring the plague 
outbreak to and end:
1. Cold weather
2. The lack of fresh 

victims
3. The Great Fire of 

London 1666



Naturally the King of England could 

expect the best possible medical 

treatment and indeed he had a whole 

team of the best physicians in the land, 

including William Harvey. Therefore he 

might have been hopeful of making a 

recovery when he fell ill on the evening 

of February 1, 1685. By early morning, 

he was very ill with fever. His top 

physician (Sir Edmund King) tended to 

his sore foot whilst a barber shaved his 

head. Suddenly, the king suffered a 

stroke. His physician immediately 

withdrew sixteen ounces of blood. For 

several days, Charles was tormented 

by his physicians, who were doing 

trying every treatment they knew to 

help their king, but were almost 

certainly making him more and more 

ill. .As a private man this must have 

been difficult. Surrounded by more 

physicians than could get round his 

bed, they attempted to remove the 

‘toxic humours’ that penetrated his 

body. He was bled and purged. Plasters 

were stuck to his bald head which 

caused blistering. They attached similar 

plasters to his feet, then red-hot irons 

to his skin. 

They gave the poor king “enemas of 

rock salt and syrup of buckthorn, and 

‘orange infusion of metals in white 

wine’. The king was treated with a 

horrific cabinet of potions: white 

hellebore root; Peruvian bark; white 

vitriol of peony water; distillation of 

cowslip flowers; sal ammoniac; julep of 

black cherry water (an antispasmodic); 

oriental bezoar stone from the 

stomach of a goat and boiled spirits 

from a human skull.”

After days of this, he apologized for 

taking so long to die, then added, 

“I have suffered much more than 

you can imagine.” Finally, on 

February 6, 1685 “the exhausted 

king, his body raw and aching with 

the burns and inflammation 

caused by his treatment, was given 

heart tonics, to no avail. He lapsed 

into a coma and died at noon on 

February 7.” The death of King 

Charles II is useful for giving us an 

incite into how much ‘progress’ 

had been made in medicine during 

the Renaissance. Despite the 

discoveries of Vesalius and Harvey, 

bleeding and purging, and the use 

of strange ingredients in medicine 

were still the ‘best’ treatment 

money could buy.  

So what can we learn about the 

Medical Renaissance from the 

death of King Charles II. Yes, 

change was happening; there were 

some new ideas and some new 

knowledge about human anatomy 

and physiology. However the pace 

of change was painfully slow and 

the methods of preventing and 

treating illness had hardly changed 

since the Middle Ages. The main 

reason was that  understanding 

about the cause of disease had not 

changed. Until doctors knew what 

actually caused disease, it was very 

unlikely that they would be able to 

develop any successful methods of 

treatment or prevention. 

King Charles II - 
Murdered by his doctors?



Medicine in the 18th and 19th Century
1 Ideas about the cause of disease and illness: Continuity and 
change in explanations of the cause of disease and illness. The 
influence in Britain of Pasteur’s Germ Theory and Koch’s work on 
microbes.

2 Approaches to prevention and treatment: 
The extent of change in care and treatment: improvements in hospital 
care and the influence of Nightingale. The impact of anaesthetics and 
antiseptics on surgery. 
New approaches to prevention: the development and use of 
vaccinations and the Public Health Act 1875. 

3 Case studies:  Key individual: Jenner and the development of 
vaccination; Fighting Cholera in London, 1854 - attempts to prevent its 
spread; the significance of Snow and the Broad Street pump.

Medicine in Modern Britain 1900 onward
1 Ideas about the cause of disease and illness: Advances in 
understanding the causes of illness and disease: the influence of 
genetic and lifestyle factors on health; Improvements in diagnosis: the 
impact of the availability of blood tests, scans and monitors.

2 Approaches to prevention and treatment: The extent of change in 
care and treatment. The impact of the NHS and science and 
technology: improved access to care; advances in medicines, including 
magic bullets and antibiotics; high-tech medical and surgical treatment 
in hospitals: New approaches to prevention: mass vaccinations and 
government lifestyle campaigns. 

3 Case studies: Key individuals: Fleming, Florey and Chain’s 
development of penicillin; The fight against lung cancer in the 
twenty-first century: the use of science and technology in diagnosis and 
treatment; government action.

Medicine c1700 to 
the present:  

Progress at last!



Paper 1 Section B: You will have to answer 
a 4 mark question, a 12 mark question and 
a 16+4 mark question.

Question Types  
(4 marks)

● Explain one way in which understanding of disease was 
different in the 17th and 20th centuries. 

● Explain one way in which methods of treatment were 
different in the 14th and 19th centuries. 

● Explain one way in which attempts to prevention the spread 
of the disease were different in the 17th and 19th centuries.

(12 marks)
● Explain why there was rapid change in the treatment of 

illness in Britain during the 20th century. 
● Explain why there was little change in the understanding of 

disease in Britain during the 17th century. 
(16+4 marks)

● ‘There was more progress in medicine in Britain in the 19th 
century than in any other time period.’ How far do you 
agree? Explain your answer. 

● “The most important thing that government did to prevent 
disease between 1800 and 200 was the introduction of 
vaccines.” How far do you agree? Explain your answer.

● “The main reason why there was so much progress in the 
19th century was improved technology”. How far do you 
agree? Explain your answer. 

Understanding 
of disease

Treatment 
of diseasePrevention 

of Disease

Question Types



Medicine in the 18th and 19th 
Century (c1700-c1900)

The Enlightenment
This was a movement in Europe 
during the 18th century that 
promoted the idea that people 
could think for themselves and that 
traditional authorities, like the 
nobility and the Church, should not 
be able to control everyday life. 
This period is also sometimes 
called The Age of Reason, because 
logic and evidence began to 
replace superstition and traditional 
beliefs. Medicine was an area 
where there was to be great 
change.

The Theory of Spontaneous 
Generation

There were a lot of new ideas about the 

cause of disease and the Theory of the Four 

Humours was rapidly becoming regarded as 

out-dated and wrong. A new idea was being 

embraced by the medical community - the 

theory of spontaneous generation. Because 

of improvement in microscope lenses it was 

now possible to see tiny living organisms 

(microbes) present on decaying matter. 

Scientists and doctors were sure that there 

was a link between the decaying matter and 

disease. Unfortunately they got the 

connection between the two wrong; they 

thought that the microbes were the RESULT 

of of decay whereas the truth is that the 

microbes were the CAUSE OF decay. 

Although this theory was wrong, and 

therefore couldn’t be proven, it was a theory 

that most scientists and doctors had 

adopted by the end of the 18th century. 

Miasma was still widely believed to be the 

actual CAUSE of disease. Progress could not 

be made until someone came along who 

could correctly work out the real relationship 

between microbes and disease. That man 

was to a French scientist (not doctor) called 

Louis Pasteur and he made his breakthrough 

not by working with patients but by working 

as an industrial chemist, investigating 

alcohol which had gone off. His 

breakthrough did not occur until the 1860s 

and there were many other important 

developments in medicine which happened 

first. 

Changes in the 18th Century
The changes we learned about in 
the 16th and 17th century are 
called the Renaissance; the 
changes in the 18th century tend 
to be referred to as the Scientific 
Revolution. This is because 
science began to replace religion 
as the dominant movement in 
society. Cities and trade 
increased as people began to 
move around the country in 
search of employment. This was 
because technology had 
improved meaning that factories 
began to replace workshops. We 
are talking about the time when 
the steam engine was developed 
as a way of powering machines 
and transport. The new cities 
were not planned and quickly 
because dirty and disease ridden 
with diseases like tuberculosis, 
typhus and smallpox emerging as 
major threat to the working 
population. This made it even 
more important to identify the 
cause of disease and illness.



Case Study: Jenner and the Smallpox Vaccine

The Smallpox Vaccine Story

Smallpox was a disease which was almost 

as old as history itself. It was a disease 

which killed more children in Britain each 

year than any other disease, as well as 

thousands of adults. Survivors were left 

with disfiguring scars left by the scabs of 

the pox. Think about chicken pox but a 

thousand times worse! Edward Jenner was 

an experienced county doctor who had 

trained in London, under the most famous 

surgeon day, John Hunter. Like other 

country doctors he had observed that 

milkmaids who caught the mild disease, 

cowpox, never got smallpox. Unlike other 

country doctors he decided to do 

something with this observation. In the 

1790s Jenner carried out some 

experiments. He took pus from a cowpox 

sore of a milkmaid called Sarah Nelmes 

and inserted it into a cut he made on the 

arm of an eight year old boy called James 

Phipps. The boy contracted cowpox but 

after a few days he was better. Then 

Jenner inoculated the boy with actual 

smallpox matter. No disease followed. He 

was inoculated again several months later 

and again, the boy did not contract 

smallpox. Jenner had discovered the 

world’s first ever vaccine and it just 

happened to offer protection against one 

of the most devastating diseases known to 

mankind. Whilst this was hugely important 

it is important to remember that Jenner 

didn’t know what caused smallpox and 

couldn’t give a scientific explanation as to 

why it worked. This meant that it wouldn’t 

automatically lead to any more major 

breakthroughs.

What is the difference between 
inoculation and vaccination?

Jenner’s idea was very similar to a 

process which was already being 

carried out to protect people from 

smallpox, called inoculation. 

Inoculation involved spreading pus 

from a smallpox pustule with a mild 

dose of smallpox into a cut in the arm 

of a healthy person. If the person was 

lucky they too were only experience a 

mild dose of smallpox and in return 

they knew that they would have 

lifetime immunity from a more severe 

dose. (If they were very unlucky they 

would develop a severe dose of 

smallpox and possibly die! ) The 

inoculation clinics didn’t know why 

this process worked but we do; once 

the body had developed antibodies 

against smallpox from the inoculation, 

these antibodies would protect the 

patient if he or she ever came into 

contact with the disease again. 

Although this process was very 

successful and quite popular, NO ONE 

COULD EXPLAIN WHY IT WORKED and 

it wasn’t totally safe.  Jenner was also 

unable to explain why his method 

work but the fact was that it was 

much safer because no one died, or 

was scarred by, cowpox.  Vaccine was 

different from inoculation because 

the patient was getting his or her 

immunity WITHOUT the risk of getting 

smallpox, because he or she was 

being given immunisation through a 

substance other than the actual 

disease itself.  This made the process 

totally safe, unlike inoculation.



“Vaccination against smallpox was a major breakthrough in 
the prevention of disease.” How far do you agree with this 
interpetation? Explain your answer.

Information supporting the 
interpretation

Vaccination saved many lives and was 

much safer than inoculation. Once 

people were sure that vaccination was 

safe it became widely used. There was 

a significant fall in the number of 

deaths from smallpox as you can see 

from the graph. You can see that 

deaths fell even more rapidly after 

1871 when compulsory vaccination 

was enforced. In the 1970s a campaign 

was launched by the World Health 

Organisation to wipe the disease out 

globally and by 1980 it was successful 

(apart from a small supply of the virus 

which is held in two laboratories - one 

in Russia and one in America).

Jenner’s Vaccine showed the value of 

Scientific Method

Many other country doctors knew that 

cowpox gave immunity from smallpox 

but only Jenner had used this 

knowledge to save lives. His work was 

an excellent example of using scientific 

method - come up with an hypothesis, 

design and experiment to test the 

hypothesis, repeat the experiment, 

record the findings. His success would 

give great encouragement to other 

scientists looking to understand 

disease and finds treatments.

Information challenging the 
interpretation

Stopping smallpox was nothing new. The 

smallpox inoculation clinics had begun to 

open in England after 1717 when the wife of 

the Turkish ambassador, Lady Elizabeth 

Wortley Montague, brought the idea back 

from Turkey.

Vaccination didn’t lead to other 

breakthrough - it was a dead end!

Because Jenner hadn’t identify the virus 

causing smallpox and couldn’t explain why 

either his method or inoculation worked, it 

didn’t help other doctors stop other 

infectious diseases. His breakthrough was 

only made following a chance connection 

between cowpox and smallpox

Other Relevant Information
Incredibly, considering the fact that it save 
lives, there was opposition to the smallpox 
vaccine. Some came from the inoculation 
clinics, which was quite predictable as they 
were going to lose business from Jenner’s 
work. Another objection was the fact that 
this involved pox from a cow; some people 
thought this might lead to them developing 
bovine features. Some people’s objection 
was that Jenner was only a country doctor; 
people expected any important 
developments to be made by famous 
professors of doctors in London. The fact 
that Jenner couldn’t explain WHY his 
vaccine worked didn’t help his cause.
Support for Jenner’s vaccine
President of the USA, Thomas Jefferson, 
sent Jenner a letter congratulating him, 
saying the vaccine was one of the 
important developments in history. Also, 
eventually the British government made 
vaccination compulsory (1852)  and passed 
a law in 1871 making it illegal NOT to have 
your children vaccinated.



Pain-free Surgery 

Anaesthetics

Until the late 1840s, there was NO 

anaesthetics so the only way to 

reduce the pain was for the surgeon 

to work as quickly as possible. The 

most famous surgeon at that time, 

Robert Liston, was able to amputate a 

leg in just two and a half minutes, 

though accident did happen working 

at that speed. In 1846, ether was used 

as an anaesthetic but it irritated the 

eyes and lungs of a patient causing 

sickness and coughing. The man who 

introduced pain and irritation free 

surgery to England was James 

Simpson, a Professor of Midwifery in 

Edinburgh. He was sick of the screams 

of agony caused by childbirth and 

wanted to find a way to spare the 

patients pain (and his ears). He and 

some friends started to experiment 

with chemicals  before eventually:

Simpson realised that he had found a very 

effective anaesthetic and within day he was 

using it to help women in childbirth. He 

wrote about his discovery so that other 

patients could benefit from chloroform. 

There was a lot of objections to operating 

on patients who were unconscious. Some 

said that it was ‘unnatural’ and that God 

gave pain so only God should relieve pain. 

Also there were some overdoses, when 

patients were given too much and were 

unable to be revived. Most critics were 

silenced when Queen Victoria was given 

chloroform to help her cope with the pain 

of giving birth to her eighth child in 1853. 

Sadly, anaesthesia initially made surgery 

more dangerous not less. With pain no 

longer a barrier, more complex operations 

were performed carrying infection deeper 

into the body and causing more loss of 

blood. This was before the need for sterile 

conditions was understood and long before 

blood transfusion were possible. The 1850s 

to 1870s became known as the Black 

Period in surgery because MORE patients 

were dying as a result of their operation.

Imagine that having your arm 
or leg cut off was your only 
chance of life…. And then 
being told that there was no 
way to stop the pain...

I poured some of the chloroform fluid into tumblers. Before 
sitting down to supper we all inhaled the fluid, and were all 
‘under the table’ in a minute or two, to my wife’s 
consternation and alarm!



An important woman in the 
development of medicine… at last!

Florence Nightingale and improvements 
in hospital care

For most people in the 1800s hospital was a 

place you went to die, either from the 

disease they went in with or from another 

they caught on the wards. Hospitals were 

dirty and overcrowded, full of sick and 

elderly people who had no family to care for 

them at home.  The wards were cramped 

and stuffy with little ventilation; there were 

few toilets and a poor sewerage system; 

nurses were usually known to be dirty and 

drunk (the only way of coping with the 

horrific conditions?) and were not trained; 

patients with infectious diseases were not 

kept separate from other patients. The 

reason why the hospitals were like this was 

partly because the fact that dirt contains 

germs which cause disease was not known 

until the 1860s. This situation might have 

carried on longer than it did were it not for 

the Crimean War and Florence Nightingale.

Nightingale was from a wealthy family who 

had tried to stop her from becoming a nurse 

and failed. In 1854 she was asked by a 

family friend with links to the government 

to go to the military hospital at Scutari. This 

was during the Crimean War and reports 

were coming back that many soldiers were 

dying not of their wound but because of the 

squalid conditions and lack of care at the 

hospital.When Nightingale and her team 

reached the hospital she was totally 

shocked. She wrote back to the 

government:

Nightingale and her team of nurses 

cleaned the hospital thoroughly and the 

death rate fell from 40% to just 2%. 

When she returned to England she was 

a national heroine and she used the 

money raised by her supporters to set 

up The Nightingale School of Nursing in 

1860. She wrote two books about 

nursing and hospital care and both 

because international bestsellers. Her 

focus was on improving:

• Sanitation in hospitals - clean 

water supplies, good drains and 

sewers, clean toilet facilities and 

total cleanliness throughout the 

hospital. (She believed in the 

miasma theory.)

• Ventilation (windows which were 

big and could be opened) to 

make sure patients got fresh, 

clean air to breathe.

• Good food supplies, clean 

clothing and washing facilities for 

patients and nursing staff.

 

It appears that in these hospitals the 
washing of linen of men is considered a 
minor detail. No washing has been 
performed for the men or the beds 
except by ourselves. When we came 
here, there was no soap or basins or 
towels in the wards. The consequences 
of all this are fever, cholera, gangrene 
and lice…..

Interesting Fact!
Nightingale made sure that 
her nurses were taught 
practical skills, mainly relating 
to hygiene. When Pasteur 
proved that germs caused 
disease, she said that her 
nurse were not be educated 
about this; she felt that such 
talk would simply get in the 
way of their more important 
task - keeping patients and 
wards clean.  



Changes in Hospitals and Nursing
Nightingale changed the design of hospitals. She demanded that new hospitals 

were built with larger rooms and improved ventilation. She also demanded that 

patients with infectious diseases should be kept in separate isolation wards to 

stop diseases from spreading. You can see the design approved of by Florence 

Nightingale in the postcard below (though I’m not sure she would have approved 

of the Christmas decorations!)

Nursing as a respected, professional career

Florence Nightingale had to fight her parents 
to become a nurse and she was only able to 
train in Switzerland as there was no college of 
nursing in England. However, because of her 
work nurses received proper training;  
nursing was now seen a respectable 
profession, whereas before it was seen as a 
simple, unskilled, menial job. Before 
Nightingale it was very unusual to have a 
middle class girl wanting to become a nurse. 
Nursing was a job for lowly women who 
couldn’t get a job as a maid or in a factory. 
The change was essential because, as 
progress was made in understanding disease 
and carrying out operations, it was vital that 
there were trained and skilled nurses to back 
up the work being done by the doctors and 
the surgeons.

“To build a hospital with one closed court with high walls, or what is 
worse, with two closed courts is to stagnate the air even before it is 
reaches the wards…. This defect is one of the most serious that can be 
committed in hospital  architecture and it exists nevertheless in nearly 
all older hospitals and in many even of recent constructions.” 

Nightingale’s Notes on Hospitals, 1859

The 
Lady 
with 
the 
Lamp?

For many years Nightingale 
was thought of as a 
sweet-natured , gentle and 
caring woman bringing 
comfort to all. This image is 
totally wrong! She was 
determined and ruthless and 
many people found her very 
difficult to get along with, as 
she could be bad tempered 
and sarcastic. Maybe these 
were the ‘qualities’ that were 
needed to get things done at 
that time!



Public Health Issues in the 19th century

Living Conditions in the 1800s

As the Industrial Revolution progressed, 

living and working conditions had grown 

worse for ordinary working people. People 

had flocked to towns and found themselves 

living and working in squalor. Workers had 

to live near the factories, which were steam 

powered, so the air was heavily polluted by 

the smoke from the chimneys. Houses were 

built as quickly and cheaply as possible, 

without kitchens or bathrooms. There were 

communal privies (toilets) and water 

pumps. Often there was a family per room 

rather than a family per house. The result 

of these filthy, overcrowded conditions was 

the frequent outbreak of epidemics of 

diseases such as tuberculosis, typhus and, 

after 1831, the most terrifying of all 

cholera.

Government Action

Conditions were so bad that a civil servant 

called Edwin Chadwick was asked to write a 

report so that government would know 

what could be done. Chadwick’s report was 

published in 1842 and it was shocking; the 

average age of death was 38 but there was 

a big gap between the age of death of 

wealthy country folk and poor factory 

workers. The report shamed a reluctant 

government into finally accepting that it 

had a part to play in the health of the 

nation. Up until then the attitude of the 

government was a political belief called 

‘laissez faire’ which means ‘let it be’. In 

other words the government shouldn’t 

interfere in the lives of the people and 

should keep taxation of the rich to a 

minimum.

The Public Health Act 1848

1. A national Board of Health was 
set up.

2. The government could force 
town council’s to make 
improvements to the water 
supply and sewerage and 
appoint a medical officer.

3. Local councils were 
encouraged to collect taxes to 
pay for public health improve- 
ments and appoint medical 
officers if they wanted to.

This Act was ineffective but remember 

at this time there was no evidence that 

there filth caused disease. All of this 

changed in 1854, when Dr John Snow 

worked out that cholera was caused by 

contaminated water.

Cholera seems to have broken out 
for the first time in Britain in 1831. 
Unlike other epidemics, could kill 
within 24 hours. In the 1854 
outbreak, over 20,000 people died. 
People were terrified and tried all 
sorts of things to try to stop its 
spread including:

● Burning barrels of tars to 
clear the ‘miasma’

● Smoking cigars and chewing 
tobacco

● Praying and wearing lucky 
charms

● Cleaning houses and lime 
washing the walls

● Placing coins in vinegar
● Sucking a gold coin

Unsurprisingly these methods didn’t 
work!



Case Study: Dr John Snow and the 
cholera outbreak of 1854

Dr Snow Makes A Discovery!

Unlike most doctors, Snow did not 

believe that cholera was caused by 

miasma; he thought it was by dirty 

water. When he first wrote a book about 

his theory in 1849 he had no evidence to 

back up his theory. After 1854, he had 

the evidence he needed. 

During the 1854 he carried out research 

in the Soho area of London. He plotted 

the address of each victim on a map, 

along with nearby water pumps. As you 

can see from the map above, the 

number of victims was highest around 

one particular water pump, the pump on 

Broad Street. Snow took his findings to 

the council, who did as Snow asked and 

removed the handle of the pump. There 

were no more cholera deaths in the 

area. 

Further research revealed that there was 

a cesspit less than a metre away from 

the pump and that this cesspit was 

leaking into the drinking water. 

Remember all of this happened before 

Pasteur proved that germs caused 

disease.

The Impact of Snow’s Work

Snow also presented his research to a 

House of Commons committee in 1855. 

He recommended that the government 

start making massive improvements in 

the sewer systems of London, to stop 

further contamination. However this 

would have cost money and the 

government didn’t want to raise taxes 

just to help stop people dying of 

diseases. Snow’s cause was helped when 

in the dry summer of 1858 the smell of 

the filthy River Thames polluted the air 

so badly it was called “The Great Stink”. 

The smell was so bad, parliament met 

outside of London to decide what should 

be done. The decision was to ask the 

best engineer of the day, Joseph 

Bazalgette, to design and build a new 

health system. However, the Board of 

Health was not convinced that the 

problem was miasma, not dirty water. 

This was because Snow had not 

identified the germ which caused 

cholera, because all of this happened 

before Pasteur proved the Germ Theory.
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The Big One! Pasteur, Koch and Germs!

Louis Pasteur : Louis Pasteur was a French bio-chemist employed by the French 
government to investigate why alcohol was going bad. Between 1861 and 1864, 
through careful experimentation, he worked out that micro-organisms in the air 
were getting into the liquid and causing the problem. He called these microbes 
germs because they were constantly growing (germinating). At first he wasn’t 
believed but the swan-necked flask experiment offered conclusive evidence 
that it was the germs not the air which was causing the decay. Having proved 
that germs cause decay in liquid Pasteur carried out experiments to prove that 
they also caused the silkworm disease ‘pebrine’. If germs caused animal disease 
then it also probably caused human disease. If Pasteur was correct that both 
the miasma and the spontaneous generation theories were wrong. However 
Pasteur wasn’t able to convince everyone because germs (bacteria) were 
invisible to the naked eye. People could SEE rotting food and flash and even 
faeces on the streets and smell the ‘bad air’ which they believed was spreading 
disease. Also Pasteur wasn’t able to  identify the specific bacteria which caused 
specific diseases. It was German scientist called Robert Koch which made that 
highly significant breakthrough.

Robert Koch : In 1876 a German doctor called Robert Koch and his research team 

made the next crucial breakthrough. They were able to identify the specific bacterium 

which caused the animal and human disease anthrax. Koch developed methods to 

grow, stain and photograph microbes only visible under microscope, which meant 

that other scientists could develop his work. This was perhaps - combined with 

Pasteur’s work on the germ theory - the crucial moment in the history of medicine. 

Remember, it was virtually impossible to find treatments for disease unless the cause 

of the disease was known. Now that there was clear evidence that specific germs 

caused different diseases, it was possible for doctors and scientists to find methods of 

killing the germs and thus curing the patient.



How the germ theory was used to 

prevent disease - vaccines

Pasteur uses Jenner and Koch’s work….

Pasteur wanted to find practical applications for 

his germ theory. Firstly he worked out that 

boiling liquids killed bacteria and this process 

became known as ‘pasteurisation’; it’s the 

same thing that is done to our milk to make it 

safe for us to drink. He combined the idea 

behind Jenner’s smallpox vaccine and Koch’s 

discovery of the germ causing chicken cholera 

to develop a vaccine which would protect 

chickens from the deadly avian disease chicken 

cholera in 1878. He then used Koch’s work in 

identifying the anthrax germ to develop a 

vaccine against anthrax in 1879. Although 

anthrax could kill humans it was mainly an 

animal disease. Rabies on the other had was a 

major killer of people. One bite by an infected 

animal led (and still can lead if you don’t get 

the vaccine) to certain death.

Testing the rabies vaccine

Knowing the risks, but sure 
that the vaccine would 
work, because of the 
careful testing and 
retesting of the vaccine on 
animals, Pasteur tested his 
rabies vaccine on young 
Joseph Meister. The 
vaccine saved the boy’s 
life. 

Through very careful work, involving extracting live rabies culture from 
infected animals, by 1884 Pasteur had achieved his objective. He had 
been able to work out at what point the rabies was weak enough to allow 
the body to produce life saving antibodies if it were injected as a vaccine. 
However there wasn’t exactly a queue of people volunteering to have any 
amount of a germ causing a fatal disease injected into their body! So 
Pasteur had to wait until 1885 to test it on a human. In 1885 a mother 
arrived at his laboratory with her son, Joseph, who had bitten by a rabid 
dog. Pasteur’s untested vaccine was his only chance of life.

Why was Pasteur’s rabies 
vaccine more important 
that Jenner’s smallpox 
vaccine?

This was the first fully 
tested and fully 
understood vaccine 
against a fatal disease. 
Because Pasteur could 
explain why it worked 
other scientists would be 
able to develop vaccines 
against other terrible 
diseases.



How the germ theory was used to prevent 

disease - Public Health

As we have seen, attempts were being 

made to improve the health of the 

public by cleaning up the streets during 

the first half of the 19th century. This 

was because of the incorrect belief that 

miasma was to blame for the spread of 

infectious disease. It had been an 

example of doing the right thing for the 

wrong reason! However, despite Edwin 

Chadwick’s report and Dr John Snow’s 

discovery that cholera was spread by 

dirty water, many people and 

politicians had remained opposed to 

the idea that it was the role of the 

government to take action to improve 

the health of the nation. They believed 

that health and hygiene was up to the 

individual. But then Pasteur came 

along and told them…..

Pasteur’s germ theory was a game 

changer. Here was definite proof that 

disease wasn’t a personal matter. He 

had provided a clear scientific link 

between dirt and disease. The only 

way of stopping the spread of 

infectious bacteria was for the 

government to step in take an active 

role in killing the germs. This could be 

done through the provision of better 

sewers, fresh water and the 

enforcement of better hygiene in all 

areas of public life. All of this would 

cost money which would be raised by 

taxation. Now that Pasteur had 

provided the scientific evidence there 

was much less resistance to the 

increased taxation needed to pay for 

public health reforms. 

GERMS 
CAUSE 

DISEASE ! 

The Second Public Health Act 
1875
Eventually, in 1875, more than 10 years 

AFTER Pasteur proved that germs caused 

disease, the government did accept the 

need to take effective action to improve 

public health and passed the Second Public 

Health Act in 1875. According to this act city 

authorities HAD to accept the following 

responsibilities:

● Providing clean water to stop 

diseases spread in dirty water

● Disposal of sewage to prevent 

drinking water from being polluted

● Building public toilets

● Employing a public officer of health 

to monitor outbreaks of diseases

● Ensuring nw houses of better quality 

to stop damp and overcrowding and 

inspect lodging houses to make sure 

they were clean and healthy

● Providing public parks to exercise

● Creating street lighting to avoid 

accidents

● Checking the quality of food in shops, 

restaurants and hotels

The key thing about the 1875 
Public Health Act was that its 

measures were compulsory. Town 
councils HAD to do whatever was 

necessary to kill the disease 
causing germs hiding in the dirt 
and squalor of the streets and 

homes.



How the germ 

theory was used to 

prevent disease - 

Surgery

Joseph Lister and antiseptics

If you remember that the development 

of chloroform had removed pain from 

surgery but had led to more deaths 

through surgery. This was because 

surgeons didn’t know about the need to 

sterilise equipment because they didn’t 

know that germs were present which 

would cause infection. In 1864, Pasteur’s 

work was about to change all of that. 

A Scottish surgeon, Joseph Lister, read 

Pasteur’s articles understood the 

significance of the germ theory for 

surgery. Postoperative infection was 

caused by germs! He knew that if he 

could find a way of killing the bacteria in 

the operating theatre, he could stop the 

infection and save many lives. Lister 

knew that carbolic acid was very 

effective at killing the smell of raw 

sewage and decided to see if it could be 

used in the operating theatre. Lister 

applied carbolic to the wound, and 

soaked the instruments and the 

bandages in it.  He also developed a 

machine to spray a fine spray of carbolic 

over the operating table and an 

antiseptic ligative to tied up blood 

vessels to prevent blood loss. The 

impact was spectacular as you can see.

1890s - Aseptic Surgery
By the 1890s, the focus was on keeping 
germs out of the operating theatre rather 
than killing them with carbolic. To ensure 
absolute cleanliness….
1. Operating theatres were rigorously 

cleaned between operations.
2. Surgeons and nurses watch their 

hands very thoroughly before 
putting on rubber gloves.

3. From 1887, all instruments were 
steam-sterilised.

4. Surgeons started wearing 
protective clothing including face 
masks.

Eventually technology was advanced 
enough to sterilise the air being fed into 
the operating theatre.

Lister’s Death 
Rate after 
surgery

Before 
antiseptics 46%

After 
antiseptics 15%

Response to Lister’s Work
There was some opposition to the use 
of carbolic acid. It was causing cracks 
and irritation to surgeons and nurses 
skin. If it got into internal organs or 
veins of patients it could cause death. 
However, because Pasteur’s ideas 
came to be accepted and the 
impressive drop in the death rate where 
antiseptic methods were used, forced 
surgeons to accept the need for patients 
to be kept safe from germs. 



Change and Continuity 1700-1900

It’s important to remember that the impact of all of the changes up to 1900  was 
slow to develop. Life expectancy began to rise but by 1900 it had only risen to 46 
for men and 50 for women. Towns were becoming cleaner and public health 
measures were beginning to have an impact but a great deal had not changed at 
all. Many still suffered health problems because of poverty and dirt. The 
government didn’t provide any direct medical help to the sick, unemployed and 
elderly who were dependant on the mercy of their families or charities when they 
became unable to work. Although vaccination saved people from smallpox, there 
were still many other illnesses for which there was no method of prevention OR 
successful treatments.

Area of 
Understanding

Changes/ Progress Factor (reason) for change

Cause of 
Disease

Germ theory 1861-1864 - 
Pasteur
Identification of microbes 1870s 
- Koch 

Technology: Microscopes
Science: Improved biology and 
chemistry
Role of Individuals - Pasteur and Koch

Treatment of 
Disease

Better hospital care - 1860s - 
Nightingale

War - Crimean war provides 
opportunity for Nightingale
Role of Individual - Nightingale

Treatment of 
Disease

Anaesthetics 1840s
Antiseptic surgery 1860s
Aseptic Surgery

Role of Individuals - Simpson and 
Lister
Science: Improved chemistry

Prevention of 
Disease

Improved water supply and 
drainage - 1840s onward - 
Chadwick and Snow

Role of Individuals - Chadwick and 
Snow
Government (Public Health Acts 1848 
and 1875

Prevention of 
Disease

Development of Vaccines
Jenner and Pasteur

Role of Individuals - Jenner, Pasteur 
and Koch

Home Remedies:
1) For influenza either mix 
ginger into a drink of tea 
or mix half a pound of 
treacle with half a pint of 
vinegar and three 
teaspoonfuls of laudanum. 
Take three times a day.
2)To cure tuberculosis 
breath into a freshly-dug 
hole in the ground or try to 
the breath of stallions and 
cows.
3)To cure smallpox apply 
cool boiled turnips to the 
feet or make a drink out of 
ground ivy leaves.

Patent Medicines
A new industry emerged to replace the 
apothecaries. Manufacturers mass 
produced ‘cure-all’ potions which were 
advertised and bought by the desperate. 
James Morrison claimed that his pills 
cured fever, smallpox, tuberculosis and 
even old age! His pills, which contained 
lard, turpentine, soap, wax and ginger and 
by 1834 he was selling over one million 
boxes of pills per year. There were no 
control over manufacturing standards and 
without a doubt patent medicines could 
lead to death and/or addiction. In the 
1880s the government finally introduced 
laws controlling the use of some of the 
more harmful ingredients. 

Conclusions: 
How much 
progress had 
been made 
between 1700 and 
1900?



Medicine in Modern Britain

The State of Play 1900
• Life expectancy was beginning to increase 

but was still below 50 years of age.
• 3 out of every 20 babies born died before 

their first birthday.
• Most people couldn’t afford to visit a 

doctor.
• There were vaccines against some, but 

not all, killer diseases.
• Many infections proved fatal because 

there were no antibiotics.
• Surgery was still limited because of the 

problem of blood loss.

A period of steady progress was about to be 
replaced by a period of rapid change as, by the 
end of the 20th century, life expectancy has 
nearly doubled. The key questions are:

Why were people living so much longer?

Why did such rapid change occur?

Key Developments
Chemical medicines called sulphonamides were developed - these could 
save lives but were quite toxic so could have side effects.
Antibiotics including penicillin were developed which were more effective 
that sulphonamides and not toxic.
DNA was discovered giving a better understanding of the cause of genetic 
conditions and some cancers and the development of genetic medicine.
Blood transfusions have made it possible to perform more complex and 
invasive surgery.
High-technology surgery was developed which took advantage of improved 
technology and electricity
Transplant surgery had been developed to save the lives of patients for 
whom medicine no longer worked
Key-hole and micro-surgery have made surgery safer and improved 
recovery times
Reforms in public health meant that the government taken responsibility for 
the care and treatment of the sick and elderly and also prevention of 
illnesses:

● 1911 National Insurance Act
● 1942 - The Beveridge Report
● 1948 - The Birth of the NHS (National Health Service)

BUT: As more people live longer, medical problems such as arthritis, cancer, 
dementia and heart disease become more prevalent and the cost of 
delivering lifelong treatments to patients with conditions such as diabetes 
mean that the cost of providing medical care keeps increasing making health 
care even more of a political issue. 



A basic chronology of the 
development of treatment in the 
20th century

Advances in medicine

By the early 1900s, ‘cure-all’ pills were being 

replaced by more effective treatments which 

had some merits. Ironically most of these were 

based on ingredients which could be found in 

many of the middle ages’ wise women’s  

herbal remedies. For example aspirin was 

introduced as a painkiller; the active ingredient 

in aspirin in willow bark, which had been used 

as a painkiller since Ancient times. Other 

treatments included ginger, mint, senna and 

garlic. The only difference now was that 

scientists could explain WHY these herbal 

remedies worked. Instead of wise women 

grinding up their powders at home, large 

pharmaceutical companies like Boots and 

Beechams emerged and became world-wide 

industries. 

These companies were successful because they 

were prepared to invest money in research 

and development and used the improved 

scientific knowledge, techniques and 

equipment to develop their medicines. They 

were able to use new technology to mass 

produce of each remedy and to market them 

to people desperate for remedies for illness 

which were stopping them working and thus 

costing them money in lost income.

The Development of 
Sulphonamides - ‘Magic Bullets’

Imagine a bullet which you could 
shoot into a body and it would only 
damage the body party you 
intended to damage. That was the 
dream of Dr Paul Ehrlich, only the 
‘bullet’ would be a disease killing 
chemical. He started his search 
for a magic bullet in 1899 and by 
1909 he and his team had 
developed ‘Salvarsan 606’. 
Salvarsan was a treatment for 
syphilis. Unfortunately a side 
effect was that it caused sterility 
in female patients. 

In the 1930s Gerhard Domagk 
came up with the second magic 
bullet which he called Prontosil. 
Domagk was so keen to prove his 
treatment worked he tested it on 
his own daughter, who was on the 
point of death from blood 
poisoning. Fortunately for science 
and for the daughter, prontosil 
worked so she lived. Scientists 
discovered that the life saving 
chemical in both Salvarsan 606 
and Prontosil was sulphonamide. 
This knowledge was used to 
develop treatments for both 
pneumonia and scarlet fever. 
Although sulphonamide drugs did 
save lives they were very toxic 
and caused some unpleasant side 
effects such as kidney and liver 
damage, so more research was 
needed for the ultimate magic 
bullet. That was to be penicillin, 
the first antibiotic.



Case Study: The Development 
of Penicillin by Fleming, 
Florey and Chain 1928-1945

Why was the development of 
anti-biotics such a big deal?

Before penicillin, people died when 
simple cuts and scratches became 
infected. By the 1930s, some 
progress has been made when 
sulphonamide drugs had been 
developed to treat a few diseases, 
such a syphilis and diphtheria but 
the majority of infections and 
infectious diseases, with a bacterial 
cause, could and often did lead to 
death. Penicillin was the first 
antibiotic medicine and since the 
1940s over 200 million lives have 
been saved by antibiotics. The 
story of how it was discovered by 
one man and then developed by 
another two, gives us a fascinating 
insight into how different factors 
can hinder and/ or lead to 
progress. 

Florey and Chain develop penicillin 
into an actual treatment 1938-1941

Howard Florey and Ernst Chain were 

scientists working at Oxford University 

looking for ways germs could be killed. 

Chain read Fleming’s article and took it to 

his boss, Florey, who decided to devote 

the attentions of his research team into 

unlocking the full potential of penicillium 

mould. They needed money to take the 

work forward, but the British government 

were too busy spending money preparing 

to fight Hitler. Florey however managed 

to secure funding from the USA. They 

discovered how to use penicillin to treat 

infection in mice but producing enough of 

it to treat a human would have been very 

expensive. Eventually they had enough to 

test it on a man called Albert Alexander, a 

policeman who was going to die from 

septicaemia unless a new drug could save 

him. Florey and Chain used the penicillin 

they had managed to produce. At first he 

showed signs of recovery  but then, 

disaster, they ran out of the penicillin and 

Alexander  died. Although he died, the 

experiment had worked because it 

showed that penicillin could kill 

septicaemia without harming the patient, 

who would have recovered had the 

penicillin not run out.

Alexander Fleming 
discovered the 
potential of the
penicillin mould
1928-1920 
During the First World War, Scottish doctor 
Alexander Fleming was sent to France to treat 
wounded soldiers. He was close to despair over 
the fact that although antiseptics could help some 
soldiers, those not those whose infections were 
caused by streptococci and staphylococci 
bacteria. When he returned to London after the 
war he carried out research. In 1928, by pure 
chance, some mould dropped onto a petri dish 
Fleming had left out which contained 
staphylococci bacteria. Fleming noticed that 
around the mould, the bacteria had been killed. 
He understood the massive potential of this 
mould, which was penicillium and carried out 
further research. Unfortunately he lacked the skill 
as a scientist (he was a doctor) and the funding 
to take his work to the next level. The important 
thing is that he wrote about what he had 
discovered and had it published in a medical 
journal in 1929.  



What factors helped in 
the development of 
penicillin?

War creates the demand for penicillin 
1941-1945

Fleming, Florey and Chain had all found their 
work hindered by the cost of developing 
penicillin. War is of course a dreadful thing but it 
did have a positive role to play in the penicillin 
story. When America was forced to join the war 
in 1941, by Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbour, the 
US government understood that many 
thousands of its soldiers were going to get killed 
and injured. They knew that many of the 
wounded would die, not from the wound they 
suffered but from the infection of that wound. 
This meant that when Florey asked the US 
government to help his team mass produce 
penicillin it was more than willing to help. The 
American government gave interest-free loans 
to chemical companies to buy the expensive 
equipment needed to mass produce this 
wonder-drug, which could save the lives of so 
many without any negative side effects. Soon, 
British firms were also mass-producing penicillin 
and, by 1944, there was enough penicillin to 
treat all of the Allied soldiers wound on D-Day in 
1944 - over 2.3 million doses. 

So far we have seen how chance led to Fleming discovering the potential of the 
penicillin mould. We then saw how Florey and Chain had the individual skills to take 
Fleming’s discovery on to the next level - remember they were skilled scientists while 
Fleming was a doctor. We are now going to see how war and government were able to 
help fully develop the massive potential of the mould.

After the war, penicillin continued to be 
produced and other antibiotics were also 
developed. The wonder-drug became 
just an ordinary, every-day life saver.



Genetic Causes of Illness ; 
the discovery of DNA 
1953 - 2001

Discovering the structure of DNA

As early as the 1800s, scientists knew that DNA 

existed and that it controlled what we are like. 

But they didn’t understand how it did this. 

During the first half of the20th century the 

following improvements in technology allowed 

scientists to make progress in understanding 

DNA:

• The development of the electron 

microscope which made it possible to 

photograph tiny human cells

• Better X-rays which use radiation to take a 

high power x-ray photograph.

In 1953 two scientists in Cambridge, Francis Crick 

and James Watson were able to use a discovery by 

Rosalind Franklin of how to take an X-ray 

photograph a single strand of DNA, to discover the 

structure of DNA. They proved that DNA was 

present in every human cell and how it passed on 

information from parents to children.

Mapping the human 
genome

The complete set of 
genes in a living 
creature is called a 
genome. IN 1986 the 
Human Genome Project 
began to identify the 
exact purpose of each 
gene in the human body. 
Their task was 
completed in 2001.

What is DNA and why is it important in the history of medicine?
DNA is like a computer program that operates every cell in your body. 
There are more than 3000 million letters of code in your body’s program. 
These are grouped together into sets of instructions called genes. Each 
gene has a different function. 

Was the discovery of DNA as important 
as the discovery of the germ theory?
Germ theory affected medicine in all kinds of 
way but only helped doctors and scientists 
prevent and treat disease caused by bacteria. 
Many other illness and medical conditions have 
genetic causes including some cancers, 
diabetes, cystic fibrosis, Down’s syndrome,  
and Alzheimer’s disease. Work on genes may 
lead to science finding ways of helping 
sufferers and maybe even eradicating certain 
conditions using genetic engineering.

 They were able to do this because 

they were great scientists who 

were prepared to try things other 

scientists weren’t. They were able 

to utilise the work or others - 

including Franklin - and were able 

to take advantage of new 

technology. Their work was 

extremely expensive as they 

needed big teams of skilled 

scientists as well as very expensive 

machines. All of this was made 

possible because their work  was 

funded by government and 

chemical companies who could see 

that gaining a full understanding 

DNA had enormous potential to 

both save and improves lives, as 

well as generating income for the 

chemical companies. 



What else can cause 
bad health, apart 
from germs and 
genes ?

Lifestyle: Hippocrates was right!

Another major cause of illness in ‘lifestyle’; this is how the way we live our lives 
affects our health. Understanding this is nothing new. The Ancient Greek 
doctor, Hippocrates, wrote about the importance of a balanced diet, exercise 
and cleanliness. The difference between Hippocrates and modern doctors, is 
that modern doctors have the scientific understanding and knowledge to 
explain exactly how aspects of our lifestyle can cause good or bad health. 

Lifestyle factors which are known 

to cause bad health and early 

death:

• Stress

• Smoking

• Drinking alcohol

• Most illegal drugs

• Lack of exercise

• Poor diet

Many of the above are related to one 

of the longest term causes of illness - 

POVERTY. Poverty often leads to bad 

housing, a poor diet, stress and trying 

to escape from the misery by drinking 

and smoking. During the 1800s Edwin 

Chadwick, Charles Booth and 

Seebohm Rowntree all carried out 

research which provided solid 

evidence to the government that 

poverty caused illness and the spread 

of infectious diseases. 

Your lifestyle could 
contribute to the 

development of asthma, 
heart disease, cancer, 
ulcers type 2 diabetes 

and mental health 
problems….and recent 

evidence suggests that 
smoking can reduce life 
expectancy by seven 
years on average.

 

Chadwick - 1842: Produced statistics which proved that people in towns had on 
average much shorter lives than people in the countryside;
Booth - 1891-1903: Produced evidence that 35% of people in London were living in 
poverty and that this was affecting their health.
Rowntree - 1901: Research showed that 25% of people of York were living in poverty 
and this led to higher incidents of infectious and chronic disease

So…….



How Science 
and Technology 
transformed 
diagnosis, 
treatment and 
prevention of 
disease in the 
20th century

Other examples of 
high-tech medical and 
surgical treatments:
• X-ray machines

• Kidney dialysis machines

• Keyhole and microsurgery

• Heart pacemakers

• Improve anaesthetics

• Customized drugs

• Plastic surgery

• Radiotherapy and 

chemotherapy

• Transplant surgery

• Blood transfusions

• Gene therapy

Diagnosis: Improvements in technology have led to the creation of complex 
machinery and instruments which can diagnose precisely what is wrong with 
a patient, enabling doctors to find the best treatment. Electron microscopes, 
endoscopes, scans and monitors have all improved diagnosis. Smaller 
examples of technology improving diagnosis include blood sugar testing 
devices, machines for measuring blood pressure and heart monitors. Other 
machines are available once diagnosis has be

What has made all of this 
possible?
Individual Brilliance: Talented 
inventors and scientists
Government funding: Without 
government investment the skilled 
scientists wouldn’t be trained 
properly.
Improved technology: Better 
materials and even on a basic level 
electricity
Industry: Many chemical and 
electronic companies invest huge 
sums of money to turn the new 
technology into usable machines.

Remember none 
of this would be 
possible without 

an understanding 
of what causes 

disease…..



Healthcare in Britain 
before the creation of 
the NHS 1900-1948

Why government action was needed

A major cause of death from ill-health at 

the beginning of the 20th century was the 

fact that most working people could not 

afford to pay a doctor or buy medicine. 

Because they were often living in squalid 

houses, working very long houses in dirty 

factories and living on a very basic diet 

the very people who most needed 

medical treatment couldn’t afford it. 

During the early 1900s, the Liberal party 

introduced a series of social reform 

designed to improve the health of the 

working class. 

The Liberal Reforms 1906-1914

• Free School Dinners for poorer 
school children (1906)

• Nurses and doctors to carry out 
medical checks on all school 
children. (1907)

• The National Insurance Act 
provided help to lower paid 
workers should they fall ill. 
Workers, their bosses and the 
government would pay into a 
sickness fund. In return the worker 
would receive sick pay for 26 weeks 
and free medical care. The worker’s 
family was not covered. (1911)

• Clinics in school gave children free 
medical treatment. (1912)

• The Ministry of Health set up to 
have an overview of health 
throughout the country. This was a 
major step forward in government 
taking responsibility for the health 
of the nation.

Despite these reforms, there were still 
many people who could not afford medical 

care or medicines. The situation grew 
worse in the 1930s when the rate of 

unemployment was very high leading to 
more poverty and thus more ill-health.

Why did they do this?

•  A third of volunteers to 

join the army  were 

rejected because of bad 

health; this could lead to 

disaster if Britain was 

attacked.

• Many upper and middle 

class people were 

beginning to think that a 

government had a 

responsibility to take 

care of its people. 

• Electoral reform meant 

that more poor people 

were being given the 

right to vote and if the 

Liberals wanted to stay 

in power they would 

need to offer these 

people something that 

would benefit them. and 

waand introduced a 

series of reforms to try 

to improve the situation.



The Impact 
of the NHS, 
1948  

Why did the government introduce the 
NHS?
Democracy

By 1928 all adults over the age of 21 had the right to 
vote and this increased demands for working people 
for the government to make access to healthcare 
easier.

The Second World War

The Second World War led to a crucial change in 
attitudes. This was the first war which had involved 
civilians as much as soldiers and had created a ‘we’re 
all in this together’ mentality. This feeling of 
togetherness increased demands for good 
healthcare for all, not just the wealthy. After people 
had made so many sacrifices during the war, they 
felt that they should be rewarded. During the war 
many people DID get free health care to keep them 
fit for the war effort.

The Beveridge Report 1942

The wartime coalition government asked a leading 
civil servant called Sir William Beveridge to write a 
report on what should be done to improve the 
nation’s health. He recommended:

• Setting up a National Health Service, free to 
everyone and paid for from taxes. Doctors, 
nurses and other medical workers would 
become government employees instead of 
being paid by the patients themselves.

• Everyone in work would pay National 
Insurance out of their wages. This would be 
used to pay benefits such as sick pay, old-age 
pensions and unemployment pay to everyone 
who needed it, so that poverty would no 
longer be a cause of ill-health.

The Beveridge Report was hugely popular. There was 
some opposition, particularly from the doctors, who 
didn’t want to become civil servants. In the election 
at the end of the war, the Labour Party promised to 
introduce the NHS. The Minister for Health, Nye 
Bevan, came up with a compromise which persuade 
the doctors to get involved. They could treat private 
patients as well as working for the NHS. 

1948: The NHS is born

The NHS came into 
existence in July 1948. 
Its key principle was 
that medical care 
would be available to 
everyone and that it 
would be free at the 
point of delivery.  
About 8 million people 
who had never seen a 
doctor before could 
now get free 
treatment. One major 
area of spending was 
in new hospitals. 
Another was on 
training staff to 
provide specialist care. 

Medical treatment should 
be made available to rich 
and poor alike in 
accordance with medical 
need and no other criteria. 
Worry about money in a 
time of sickness is a 
serious hindrance to 
recovery, apart from its 
unnecessary cruelty.



PROBLEMS
Expense - The government has always 
underestimated the cost of the NHS. This is 
partly because new expensive treatments, 
machines and operations keep being 
developed while the demands of the NHS 
keep increasing as the population increases 
and life expectancy rises. 
Organisation - When the NHS was set up 
in 1948, the government became 
responsible for nearly 3,000 hospitals. Many 
of these hospitals were built in the 19th 
century and needed to be updated. Also, 
there were more hospitals in the south and 
south-east than there were across the rest 
of the country. Also many GPSs practices 
needed to be updated.

Services provided for free by the 
NHS in 1948

• Hospital and surgery
• Specialists
• Maternity and child welfare
• Health visits and after-care 

of the sick
• Health centres/ GPs
• Vaccination
• Ambulances
• Medicine
• Dentists
• Opticians

PLUS: The NHS controlled medical 
training and research.

Solving the problems?

The NHS initially seemed to improve 
access to healthcare but it also created 
a whole new set of problems. During 
the 1960s however the government 
began to implement changes, such as 
making sure that hospitals were evenly 
spread across the whole country. In 
1966 incentives were introduced to 
encourage GPs to work in group 
practices which would lead to the 
sharing of skills and knowledge as well 
as increased efficiency. Gradually the 
NHS became better organised so that 
the standard of care improved. 
However, the problem of the ever 
increasing cost has never been solved, 
resulting in waiting lists and some 
problems linked to inadequate funding 
such as the emergence of ‘superbugs’ 
which can kill patients in hospitals 
which haven’t been properly cleaned.

The NHS played an important part in 
increasing people’s life expectancy, 

particularly in reducing the number of women 
dying in or shortly after childbirth.

The NHS and disease 
prevention
During the 19th century, the 
government took responsibility 
from providing clean water and 
removing waste as a way of 
preventing disease. In the 20th 
century the government began to 
try to prevent disease by:

● Making laws about the 
standard of housing and 
providing council houses 
to low paid workers

● Introducing compulsory 
vaccination programmes 
for all children

● Communicating health 
risks through health 
education campaigns

● Passing laws to provide a 
healthy environment



Vaccination Campaigns and 
Health Education to prevent 
disease

Diphtheria 1942

The first big national campaign of 
vaccination against a disease was 
the diphtheria campaign launched 
in 1942. Before this vaccination 
was left to local authorities and as 
a result around 3,000 children a 
year were dying from a 
preventable disease. During the 
Second World War, the 
government carried out a national 
campaign to immunise all children 
and because of this the infection 
rate dropped dramatically. By 
1950, diphtheria was seen as a 
disease of the past.

Poliomyelitis 1956 and 1962

Polio is a highly infectious disease 
which causes paralysis. In the early 
1950s there were around 8,000 
cases a year. Many of those who 
survived were left with long term 
disabilities. In 1956 a vaccine was 
developed in the USA by Jonas Salk 
and a campaign of vaccination was 
started in the UK. An improved 
vaccine was introduced in 1962 
and the number of victims dropped 
dramatically. The last case of a 
person contracting polio in the UK 
was 1984. 

Health Education

Although vaccination is the best 
known way of protecting people 
from contracting specific awful 
diseases, some people resented 
compulsory vaccination, maybe 
because of suspicions about the 
medical profession.The law now 
allows parents to choose NOT to 
have their children vaccinated.

The Ancient 
Greeks and 
Romans 
understood that 
prevention is 
better than cure; 
our government 
also knows this 
which is why 
money is spent 
on health 
education to 
encourage 
healthy lifestyle 
choices.



The History of Lung Cancer

Lung cancer was extremely rare 150 years ago. Its 

frequency increased during the 20th century as 

more and more people took up cigarette smoking. It 

is now the second most common form of cancer 

and in Britain over 40,000 people are diagnosed 

with it each year. Nearly 90% of lung cancer cases 

are the result of smoking or passive smoking. Sadly, 

it wasn’t until the 1950s that science was able to 

prove conclusively that the rise in lung cancer was 

mainly because of smoking. 

Smoking is particularly deadly to treat because it is 

difficult to diagnose in its early stages. By the time 

its symptoms are noticeable it has often spread to 

other parts of the body. Survival rates from lung 

cancer compare badly with other cancers. 

Government Action: Because it is so deadly huge 

efforts are now being made in prevention, diagnosis 

and treatment. Governments all over the world 

have launched major campaigns trying to persuade 

people to stop smoking or, better still, not to start. 

In Britain the government pays millions trying to 

raise awareness of the terrible damage smoking 

does to the body. It has banned cigarette 

advertising and allows GPs to prescribe 

anti-smoking aids to patients trying to quit. Smoking 

is banned in public places and campaigns are now 

aimed at increasing awareness of lung cancer 

symptoms.The government also invests large sums 

of money in improved treatment and research. 

Some of that money comes from the taxes which 

the government places on tobacco products. 

Progress is dependent on this money but also on 

improvements in science and technology. Despite 

all the money and scientific endeavour there is still 

no national screening programme (like there is for 

breast or cervical cancer for example).

Improved Treatments

Surgery  has been used since the 
1930s but with little overall 
success. New surgical techniques 
using remote-controlled 
micro-instruments and cameras 
have far less impact on the body 
and speed recovery.

Radiotherapy aims to kill the 
cancer cells using beams of 
radiation. This technique has 
made it possible to target the 
cancer more precisely.

Chemotherapy has been used 
since the 1970s on patients for 
whom surgery and radiotherapy 
are not successful. This involves 
using very powerful chemical 
medicines to attack the cancer 
cells. Sadly it can have bad side 
effects.

Immunotherapy Some cancers 
are able to resist the immune 
system’s attempts to block their 
growth. Trials are now taking 
place to boost the immune 
system and so stop the cancer 
cells from resisting it.

The fight against lung cancer is a 
great example of how science, 
technology, skilled individuals, 
charities and government are 
working together against disease. 

Case Study: Fighting Lung 
Cancer in the 20th Century



Review 1
 Ideas about the causes of 

disease and illness
Medieval Ideas c1250-c1500

Although to the modern mind, medieval 
ideas about the causes of disease might 
be seen as superstitious nonsense, in fact 
their ideas were logical and rational given 
their limited level of technology and 
scientific knowledge. People believed that 
God controlled everything so it was logical 
to conclude that he must send disease 
and illness. Ideas that the movement of 
the planets or bad air were also linked to 
God since he made the planets and could 
send the bad air to spread disease. 
Physicians chose to believe in the ideas of 
the Hippocrates and Galen. The Theory of 
the Four Humours seemed logical 
because it fitted in with the evidence 
available to them at the time. Also the 
theory came with treatments which the 
physicians could make their patients pay 
for.

The Industrial Revolution c1700-1900

At last progress was made - thanks to 

the individual brilliance of Pasteur, and 

improved science and technology, at 

last germs (bacteria) were identified as 

the cause of decay and infectious 

disease in the 1969s. Koch was hugely 

importance as well, as he developed the 

science of bacteriology - finding ways to 

grow, stain, and photograph the 

different bacteria which caused 

different diseases in the 1870s. 

However it took a long time for their 

work to be accepted by the wider 

population and even as late as the 

1890s, supernatural ideas were still 

being believed by the wise women, who 

the poor turned to for medical advice 

and treatment.

Renaissance Ideas c1500-c1700
There were no new ideas about the cause 

of disease and illness in this period but this 

shouldn’t come as a surprise. People’s lives 

were still dominated by religion, although 

the power of the Catholic Church was being 

challenged as new Protestant religions 

emerged. There was perhaps a slight move 

away from supernatural ideas as the bad 

air/ miasma idea became more widely held. 

This was because more villages were 

growing into proper towns. These towns 

were full of human and animal waste and 

due to the lack of technology and scientific 

knowledge, there was no improvement in 

sewage disposal or the provision of fresh 

water. Because there was no significant 

progress in scientific knowledge, there was 

no new ‘natural ideas’ to challenge the 

Theory of the Four Humours and the 

miasma theory.

Modern Ideas 1900-present
The 20th century saw a return to the 
Ancient Greek idea that lifestyle could be 
major factor in causing disease and 
ill-health. Now scientific evidence was 
found to prove the link between diet, 
alcohol, smoking and pollution, amongst 
other factors, and ill-health and disease. 
More dramatically was the discovery of 
DNA, which may yet turn out to be more 
important than the germ theory in 
explaining disease and illness. Genetic 
factors contribute to many medical 
conditions such as cystic fibrosis and 
diabetes and can make a person much 
more likely to develop particular cancers, 
such as breast, cervical and testicular 
cancer. 

Because successful treatment and 
prevention of disease and illness is 
dependant on knowledge of their 

causes, all of the progress described 
on this page was bound to lead to 

progress in treatments and 
prevention .



Review 2
 Methods of Treatment

Medieval Treatments 
c1250-c1500

Remember that treatments 

reflected the perceived causes 

and differed depending on 

whether you were treated by the 

physician, Church, apothecary or 

wise-woman.

• Bleeding and Purging
• Prayer
• Herbal Remedies
• Rest, exercise and diet
• Very basic surgery by the 

barber-surgeon, with no way 
of stopping blood loss,pain or 
infections

Renaissance c1500-c1700
Although there was an increasing 

move towards gaining a scientific 

understanding of the human body, 

particularly by Vesalius (anatomy) 

and Harvey (blood circulation) this 

didn’t actually lead to many 

changes in treatment as no new 

theory emerged about the cause of 

disease. For this reason the 

treatments were largely the same 

as in medieval times.

• Bleeding and Purging
• Prayer
• Herbal Remedies
• Tobacco
• Bark of the cinchona tree for 

quinine
• Rest, exercise and diet
• Very basic surgery by the 

barber-surgeon, with no way of 
stopping blood loss, pain or 
infections

Industrial England 
c1700-1900

Treatments during this period was a mixture 
of the old and the new. Chloroform led to pain 
free surgery, Lister’s use of antiseptics greatly 
reduced the death rate from infection before 
the development of even safer aseptic 
operating theatres. Florence Nightingale 
improved the quality of nursing and hospital 
care with her emphasis on cleanliness and a 
good diet for patients. However bizarre 
useless ‘cure-all’ treatments were sold in their 
millions. Herbal remedies continued to be 
offered by wise-women which usually DID 
help treat medical complaints as they used 
plant extracts which had been used for 
centuries because of their efficacy. Very few 
people turned to God for treatment any more 
as science was becoming the dominant 
influence of people’s thinking.

The 20th century
Any treatments which had a proven 
success rate continued to be used but 
the 20th century saw major progress in 
effective cures for killer diseases and 
infections. Aspirin was now available as 
an everyday treatment for pain while 
‘magic bullets’ like sulphonamides and 
then antibiotics were developed by 
scientists. At last treatments were 
available which reflected an 
understanding of the cause of the 
disease. All people could have access 
to all forms of treatment because of the 
creation of the NHS in 1948. Surgery 
became safer because the problem or 
blood-loss had been solved by the 
development of blood transfusions. All 
areas of medicine improved because of 
the use of electricity of high technology 
machines and improved chemotherapy. 
More recently, genetic medicine has 
created drugs to tackle illnesses 
created by particular genes.



Review 3
 Prevention of Treatment

Medieval Prevention

During this period, central 
government didn’t have any real 
role to play in preventing disease. 
It was down to the individual or the 
town council to prevent outbreaks 
of killer diseases. During the 
outbreak of the Black Death in the 
mid 14th century, most individuals 
turned to God to protection. Prayer 
and pilgrimage to holy places were 
the most popular ‘defences’ but 
also more extreme protection took 
place - remember the flagellants 
whipping themselves to convince 
God that they didn’t needed the 
plague as a punishment. Town 
councils did their bit by employing 
rakers to clean up the streets to 
get rid of bad air and  stopping 
butchers leave waste products on 
the streets. Individuals burned 
rubbish to cleanse the air and 
sniffed herbs like lavender and 
thyme. Physicians recommended 
bleeding and purging. However 
none of these methods of 
prevention were very successfully 
because none were based on a 
knowledge of what was causing 
disease.

Prevention in Industrial Britain 
c1700-1900

At last some progress was made; this was 
because there was an increasing 
awareness that dirt caused disease not 
God. The first significant breakthrough 
was the smallpox vaccine. Although there 
was gap on over years this was followed 
by an understanding of the principle at 
work behind vaccines by Pasteur and the 
development of the rabies vaccine. 
Another major change during this period 
was the change in the attitude of the 
government towards the need for public 
health reform. The 1848 Public Health 
Act was the start but the 1875 Act was 
much more important as it made councils 
responsible for clean water, proper 
sanitation and town planning. Improved 
sanitation was made possible because of 
improved technology - a good example of 
this would be the building of the London 
sewers by Joseph Bazalgette in the 
1860s. However the government was still 
failure to protect the people from the 
illness caused by poverty.

Renaissance Prevention 
c1500-1700
Very little change occurred in this period 
because there was no progress in terms of 
understanding the cause of disease. Prayer 
and pilgrimage were still popular as was 
purifying the air. However there were some 
new practices, particularly during the 
outbreak of plague in the 17th century:

● Quarantine: locking victims and their 
families in their homes for 40 days

● Killing all stray cats and dogs
● Smoking tobacco

Modern Prevention 1900 - present
New vaccines against measles, rubella 
and tuberculosis have saved millions of 
children the misery of terrible infectious 
diseases, all provided by the government. 
The government finally accepted full 
responsibility for all aspect of healthcare 
by setting up the NHS in 1948. Part of the 
work of the NHS has been health 
education, with campaigns to encourage 
people to lead more healthy lifestyles. 
More recently, genetic screening has been 
developed to identify health problems, 
even while babies are still in the womb. 


